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Abstract

Ten soils from northern New South 'Wales, Australia, were sampled and assessed

for their capacity to sorb arsenate (Asu) in relation to soil properties.

Multiple and simple linear regression analysis of the partition distribution

coefficient (K¿) of the soils and the soil properties revealed that Asv sorption in these

soils is essentially controlled by the crystalline iron (Fe) oxide content of the soils

qR2=0.80***).

Following the preliminary investigation, four contrasting soils (C, H, I and J) were

chosen to study the sorption of arsenite (Asm). The amount of Asm sorbed by three of the

soils was less than that of Asv. This was attributed to differences in the surface charge

density of the soils and the nature of the interactions between the charged surface and the

nature of the Asv and AsIII species present in solution.

Given that surface chemical properties of soils may influence the differences in the

sorption characteristics of Asv and Asm, the effect of pH and ionic strength (1) on the

sorption of Asv and Asm were studied. Contrasting effects of pH were observed for Asv

and Asm sorption. For Asv, an increase in the pH of the soil resulted in a decline in

sorption by the four soils studied. This was attributed to two interacting factors occurring

in the soil solution. Firstly, there is the pH-pÇ dependence of Asv species. Increasing

the pH increases deprotonation of the neutral H3AsOa species up to pH 5 and each unit

increase in pH leads to a 10 fold increase in the ratio of HzAsO¿- to H3AsOa. Higher pH

also increases the negative potential in the plane of sorption and as a consequence of

these two interacting factors, there is a decrease in Asv sorption as pH increases. In

contrast to Asv, increasing pH increased the proportion of Asr sorbed at a pH > 6.0.

Increasing I however, had little effect on the proportion of Asm sorbed. This may be
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indicative of the importance of different sorption mechanisms of AsItr compared with

Asv, but further research is needed to clarify the sorption mechanism of AsIII.

The effects of selected anions [phosphate (P), sulphate (S) and dissolved organic

carbon (DOC)I and selected cations [calcium (Ca) and sodium (Na)] were studied to

determine their roles on the sorption of Asv and AsIII. There were large differences

between the effects of the different ions on the behaviour of both Asv and AsIII. The

addition of P (0 to 0.16 mmol L-r¡ to the background solution decreased Asv sorption in

all soils although the extent of suppression varied with the soil physico-chemical

properties. At low initial concentrations (< 0.33 mmol L 1¡ of Asv in solution, there was

little effect of P on Asv sorption with high sorbing soils. Under these experimental

conditions, both ions were strongly retained by the soil colloidal particles. In contrast, the

presence of P decreased the amount of Asv sorbed in soils with low sorption capacity. In

these soils, the effect of P appears to be pronounced even at low Asv concentration (<

0.01 mmol L-l;. For Asm, the presence of P in solution decreased the sorption of AsIII in

all soils, although the extent of the decrease varied between the soils studied. The

difference in Asn sorption in the presence of P was attributed to the widely different

mineralogy of the soils and the mechanism of Asil sorption. Arsenite has been shown to

sorb predominantly on oxide surfaces which are also the active sorption sites for P.

Enhanced sorption of P appears to saturate the sorption sites and decrease Asil sorption

and this competitive effect between P and Asu may be more pronounced in low sorbing

soils.

The effect of index cation on the sorption of Asv also varied with soil type.

Inespective of the nature of the solution composition, Ca2* enhanced the sorption of Asv

by the soils studied. In contrast to Asv, the presence of Ca2* had little effect on the
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amount of Asn sorbed in the presence of P, supporting the earlier hypothesis that the

sorption mechanism of AsIII may be different from that of Asv.

The presence of S had little effect on the sorption of Asv and only decreased Asm

sorption in the low As sorbing soil. The hypothesis that competition between Asm and S

was effective only in the low sorbing soils, was examined by conducting a series of

studies with increasing goethite content in Soil H. These studies confirmed that the extent

of competition between Asm and S was determined by the number of sorption sites

available. In contrast to S, the presence of DOC in solution decreased the sorption of both

Asv and Aslil. Increasing the concentration of DOC in solution had no further effect on

the amount of Asv and Asn sorbed indicating that competitive interactions between As

and DOC for sorption may be only one of the mechanisms by which DOC affects As

sorption.

Kinetic studies, using a modified stirred-flow reaction chamber, were conducted to

investigate the effects of varying the solution composition on the dynamics of Asv

sorption processes. The original chamber was modified by repositioning of and fitting of

a filter to the inlet port, to prevent changes to the soil:solution ratio in the chamber caused

by soil transferring to the inlet port during mixing.

As with the batch studies, the flow through reactor studies focused on the effects of I

and different cations and anions on the kinetics of Asv sorption by soil. A comparison of

the different treatments demonstrates that the presence of different index cations and

increasing t had little effect on the sorption capacity of Asv by the soil. With all three

treatments (0.03 mol L1 NaNO:, 0.3 mol L-r NaNO¡ and 0.01 mol Lr Ca(NO¡)z), the

maximum sorption capacity of the soil ranged from 162 to 176 pg g-1. In contrast, the

presence of P decreased the amounts of Asv sorbed by approximately 47Vo of the amounts

sorbed. Increasing l from 0.03 to 0.3 mol L-l NaNO¡ appeared to increase the apparent
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forward rute (k) of Asv sorbed from 0.0001425 to 0.0002713 L -g-t min-l. A similar

increase in ftu was observed when the index cation was changed from Na to Ca. The

introduction of P decreased the sorption capacity of the soil by between 35 to 487o

depending on the index cation in the background solution.

Desorption studies were conducted following Asv sorption with 0.03 mol Lr

NaNO¡ as the background electrolyte. Desorption of Asv was characterised by a distinct

irreversibility of some of the sorbed Asv, with no more than l'l%o of the sorbed Asv being

desorbed under the study conditions. The amount of Asv desorbed followed the following

pattern; 0.03 mol L I Nal.lO: + P >> 0.03 mol L-r NaNO¡ > 0.3 mol L-r Nal.IO¡.
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CHAPTER 1.

General introduction

Arsenic (As) is widely distributed in nature, with traces of As in the soil almost

universal. The main sources of As in soils are the parent materials from which the soils

are derived (Yan-Chu, 1994) and anthropogenic sources of As pollution have enhanced

the background concentrations. For example, the extensive use of As pesticides has led to

contamination in excess of 1000 mg As kg-l at many former cattle dip sites throughout

Australia (Naidu et al., 1995a; Barzi et al., 1996).

Arsenic deposited in the soil may accumulate rapidly since it is only slowly depleted

through plant uptake, leaching, erosion, or microbial methylation. The persistence of As

residues in soil and toxicity to both plants and animals is of concern. Consequently, there

has been renewed interest in studying the dynamics of As in soils (Smith et al., 1998a)

with a view to developing management strategies to control its environmental fate where

soil contamination has occurred.

The toxicity of As compounds depends on a number of factors, including the

chemical form present: inorganic As forms are more toxic than organic, and arsenite

(Ast) is more toxic than arsenate (Asu) at similar concentrations [World Health

Organisation (WHO), 19311. In soil solutions, the inorganic As species predominate,

either as Asv or Asm. Under moderately oxidising conditions (Eh > +100mV) Asv will

predominate, while under moderately reducing conditions (Eh < + 100mV) AsIII will

predominate. The conversion of As from one oxidation state to another in soils is also

affected by other factors such as pH and microbial activity.
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The sorption of As onto soil surfaces plays an important role in mediating the

availability of As in the environment. The concentrations of As species in soil solution

depend on a number of soil parameters. These include redox potential (Eh) (Masschelyn

et al., l99l), pH (Frost and Griffin, 197'7; Pierce and Moore, 1980), iron (Fe) and

aluminium (Al) hydroxides (Wauchope, 1975; Pierce and Moore, 1980; Livesey and

Huang, 1981), and clay content (Johnson and Hiltbold, 1969; Frost and Griffin, l97l).

The effect of pH on As sorption has been studied using both pure soil constituents, such

as amorphous Al and Fe hydroxides (Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce and Moore, 1980),

clay minerals (Frost and Griffin, L97l; Goldberg and Glaubig, 1988; Xu et al., 1988) as

well as soils (Manful et al., 1989; Manning and Goldberg, 1997b). A fundamental

problem with some of these early studies is that As sorption processes were examined at

much higher soil solution concentrations than ate realistically found under field

conditions. V/hile there have been more studies in recent years of As sorption at soil

solution concentrations observed under field conditions, data on the sorption of As at

realistic concentrations is still limited.

Although various researchers have investigated As sorption processes, little work

has been done to investigate the kinetics of As sorption. To understand fully the

dynamics of soil chemical processes, a knowledge of the chemical kinetics is important as

many soil chemical processes, including sorption processes, are time-dependent

(Scheidegger and Sparks, 1996).

The sorption of both Asv and AsIII on pure minerals and soils has been well studied

with conventional batch techniques, and it has been found that the initial sorption of both

As species is bimodal as it occurs in fast and slow stages (Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce

and Moore, 1980; Elk:hatib et al., 1984; Scott and Morgan, 1995). However, batch

techniques suffer from several disadvantages if sorption or desorption kinetics are to be
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studied. These disadvantages have been well documented in recent reviews on kinetic

processes (Sparks, 1989; Sparks and Suarez , l99l). The unique feature of batch methods

is that they are closed systems and after the reactants are added together, products are

allowed to accumulate (Amacher, 1991). The system under study attains an apparent

equilibrium for the conditions being studied as the desorbed species are not removed from

solution. This may inhibit further sorption of sorbate, and/or cause secondary

precipitation during dissolution of soil minerals (Chou and'Wollast, 1984). Therefore,

reverse reactions must be taken into account during data analysis unless specialised

techniques are used to remove desorbed species, but in many batch studies they are not.

Furthermore, the method and rate of mixing are critical to obtain consistent results

(Amacher, 1991). Ogwada and Sparks (1936) have shown that the degree and rate of

agitation clearly affects the rates of reactions. Vigorous mixing may increase abrasion of

soil particles, and therefore the apparent surface area of the soil and lead to higher rates of

reaction. Similarly, increasing the rate of mixing was shown to increase the reaction rate

of the sorbate.

Stirred-flow methods have recently been used in soil studies to investigate kinetic

processes in soils (Carski and Sparks, 1985; Seyfried et al., 1989; Toner et al., 1989;

Heyse et al., 1997; Yin et al., 1997). The stirred-flow method has several advantages

over batch methods. Most importantly, the desorbed species are continually removed

from the reactor chamber, allowing sorbate reactions with the sorbent to be completed

(Amacher, 1991). This procedure simplifies the interpretation of data. The stirred-flow

method also allows the study of both forward and backward kinetic processes, as the

composition of the input solution is easily controlled during the investigation.

It is clear from the literature, there exists a need to understand further the role of

sorption and desorption kinetics which influence the dynamics of soil interactions. For
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As, an understanding of the dynamics of As in soils are crucial if we are to manage and

remediate As-polluted soils.

The general objective of this work was to obtain a better understanding of the

importance of the various mechanisms controlling concentrations of As in the soil

solution. The series of experiments reported in this thesis were designed to answer some

specific questions relating to the chemical behaviour of As in selected soils from northern

New South'Wales, Australia. The specific objectives were to:

a

a

o

a

compare the sorption behaviour of Asv and Asm by well characterised soils from

northern NSW;

investigate the effects of soil solution pH and ionic strength on Asv and Asm

sorption by four soils from northern NSW with varied physical and chemical soil

characteristics;

investigate further the effects of various cations and anions that influence Asv and

AsIII sorption; and

investigate the rate of Asv sorption and desorption from a soil and the factors

which influence these reactions.

From the objectives outlined above, it is hoped that further understanding of As

behaviour in soils gained from this work, may be applicable for subsequent research on

remediation of contaminated As sites in northern NSW.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature review

2.L lntroduction

The soil environment is an important sink for As compounds. Arsenic deposited in

the soil may accumulate rapidly since it is only slowly depleted through plant uptake,

leaching, methylation or erosion. Because of the known toxicity of As to human and

animal systems and the presence of contaminated sites throughout the world, there has

been renewed interest in studying the dynamics of As with a view to developing

management strategies to control its environmental fate where soil contamination has

occurred. For this reason, numerous reviews have been published in recent years

describing the behaviour of As in the soil environment (Nriagu, 1994; Smith et al.,

1998a). These include in-depth reviews of most aspects of As dynamics in soils and

plants.

The effects of metal pollution on biotic communities have been extensively studied

and many of these studies have focused on the adaptation of bacterial communities via the

development of resistance or tolerance mechanisms. Biological transformations are

important in redistributing As in soils. Arsenic may have a direct influence on the

microbial populations present in the soil. Decreases have been reported in microbial

populations in soils that have been polluted with As compounds (Malone,l97I; Bisessar,

1982; Maliszewska et al., 1985).

Similarly, extensive research has been conducted on the effects of As on plant

production (Jacobs et al., l97O; Steevens et al., 1972; Anastasia and Kendet, 1973;

Maclean and Langille, 1981; Jiang and Singh, 1994). The accumulation of As in the
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edible parts of most plants is generally low (Vaughan, 1993; O'Neill, 1995) and plants

seldom accumulate As at concentrations hazardous to human and animal health because

phytotoxicity usually occurs before such concentrations are reached (Walsh and Keeney,

1975). Thus, the major concern to animal and human systems is through ingestion of As-

contaminated soils or through consumption of contaminated water. The recent poisoning

of people in Bangladesh and West Bengal, India (Das et al., 1996) raises critical questions

on the potential pathways of As transfer from soil to animal and human systems. The

following review will therefore emphasise the physico-chemical behaviour of As in soils,

as the availability and toxicity of As to flora and fauna ultimately depends on As

concentration in soil solution.

2.1.1 Position in the periodic table

Arsenic (atomic number 33; atomic mass 74.9216) has an outer electronic

configuration of 4s2 4p3 and belongs to subgroup V of the periodic table. The decrease in

electronegativity that is found on descending this group is not sufficient to give As a

metallic character, and it is often described as a metalloid. In soils, the chemical

behaviour of As is in many ways similar to that of phosphorus (P), especially in aerated

systems, where the Asv ion generally resembles orthophosphate ion closely (Walsh et al',

lg77). However, under conditions normally encountered in soils, As is more mobile than

P and unlike P can undergo changes in its valency state.

2.1.2 Background sources

The main sources of As in soils are the parent materials from which the soils are

derived (Yan-Chu, 1994). The native As content may vary considerably within an area

and is often determined by the geological history of the region (Wild, 1993). Arsenate

and Asil are the dominant As species in soils (Deuel and Swoboda, 1972; Walsh and
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Keeney, 1975), and anthropogenic sources of As pollution have enhanced the background

concentrations of these species.

The As content of rocks depends on the rock type, with the sedimentary rocks

containing much higher concentrations than the igneous rocks (Bhumbla and Keefer,

1994). Although discernible differences exist between rock groups, the range of As

concentrations within a rock type may vary considerably. Generally, the mean As

concentrations in igneous rocks range from 1.5 to 3.0 mg As kg-l, whereas the mean As

concentrations in sedimentary rocks range from 1.7 to 400 mg As kg-I. Reviewing

literature on As concentrations in non-polluted and polluted soils, Walsh and Keeney

(1975) concluded that non-polluted soils in North America (Table 2.1) rarely contain

more than 10 mg As kg-l soil. Similarly, the National Research Council of Canada

[(NRCC), 1978] report on the effects of As in the Canadian environment concluded that

background As concentrations in soils rarely exceeded 15 mg As kgl soil.

A limited number of similar studies have been reported in Australia. Merry et al.

(19S3) studied 15 surface (0 to 150 mm) soils from South Australia and 6 from Tasmania

that were considered unlikely to have received anthropogenic sources of As. The median

As concentrations in South Australian and Tasmanian soils were 3.9 mg As kg-t (+Z.O)

and 0.6 mg As kg-t (+0.55), respectively.

Tiller (1992) has also compared background As concentrations from several studies

of urban soils (Table 2.2) demonstrating a wide range in soil-As concentrations. In

contrast to studies by Meny et al. (1983) and Tiller (1992), Fergus (1955) reported

elevated As concentrations in soils derived from weathered quartzite (70 to 100 mg As

kg-l at 0 to 75 mm) that resulted in restricted growth and toxicity symptoms on the leaves

of banana palms in Queensland. These regional variations in As concentrations in soils

highlight the wide variability in soil As.
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Table 2.1. Arsenic concentrations from non-contaminated and contaminated soils in

North America ( Walsh and Keeney,1975).

Sampling Site Total As Content Crop

Noncontaminated

Soil (mg kgt)

Contaminated Soil

(mg kgt)

Colorado

Florida

Idaho

Indiana

Maine

Maryland

New Jersey

New York

North Carolina

Nova Scotia

Ontario

Oregan

Washington

Wisconsin

1.3 to 2.3

8

0to10
2to4
9.0

19 to 4l

10

3to12
4

0 ro 7.9

1.1 to 8.6

2.9 to 14

3to32
6to13
8to80
4to13
2.2

orchard

potato

orchard

orchard

blueberry

orchard

orchard

orchard

tobacco

orchard

orchard

orchard

orchard

orchard

orchard

orchard

potato

13 to

18 to

138 to

56 to

10 to

2l to

92 to

90 to

lto
10 to

10 to

17 to

4to
106 to

106 to

48

6to

69

28

204

250

40

238

270

625

5

t24

r2l

439

103

830

2553

26

Table 2.2. Background As concentrations in Australian urban soils (Tiller,1992).

City Total As (-g kg't)

Melbourne

Hobart

Sydney

Adelaide

<0.2 to 8.1

2to45
0.6 to 11

0.2 to 16
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2.1.3 Anthropogenic sources

There are many anthropogenic activities that contribute As to the soil environment.

These include both primary and secondary activities which may be categorised into three

main sources; (i) industry, (ii) mining, and (iii) agriculture.

Tentative estimates of the anthropogenic As fluxes between land, oceans sediments,

and seas have been calculated (Chilvers and Peterson, 1987; Nriagu and Pacyna, 1988).

Nriagu and Pacyna (19SS) estimate that the total worldwide anthropogenic As discharge

onto land was between64 000 and 132 000 t y-t $ig. 2.I). They estimated the major

sources of As discharged onto land originated from commercial wastes (^40%), coal ash

(-22yo), and atmospheric fallout from the production of steel (-l3yù. Other

anthropogenic sources of pollution associated with the mining industry (-16%) also

greatly contribute to As emissions onto land.

¡ Agric. and food w astes ¡ Anirml wastes and rnanure

¡ Logging and other w ood wastes ¡ Coal fly ash and bottqn fly ash

I Wastage of cqnmercial products ¡ Atnosphere fallout

¡ Mne tailings I 9nelter slags and wastes

¡ Other

Fig. 2.1. \ilorldwide emissions of As onto soil (adapted from Nriagu and Pacyna'

1988).
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The type of As discharged varies widely in its nature and composition. Such

variations in the composition and nature of As have implications for biological

availability as well as the mobility of As in soils.

There is a wealth of information on anthropogenic sources of As. This is in large

part due to its toxicological hazard to human health. However, the focus of this literature

review is on the physical and chemical behaviour of As in soils, and therefore, only a very

brief overview of anthropogenic activities that contribute to As pollution in soils will

follow. For a more comprehensive outline of anthropogenic soil inputs, readers are

directed to papers by Chilvers and Peterson (1987), Nriagu and Pacyna (1988) and Smith

er al. (1998a).

2, 1.3. 1 Commercínl índustry

There are many industrial sources that contribute to As pollution of soils worldwide.

These include, the manufacture of ceramics and glass, electronics, pigments and

antifouling agents, cosmetics, and fireworks (Leonard, 1991). Arsenic is also added as a

minor constituent to copper (Cu) and Cu-based alloys to raise the corrosion resistance of

the metal(s) (Nriagu, 1994).

Arsenic trioxide (As2O3) is the major form of As that is produced for industry.

Arsenic trioxide is recovered from the smelting or roasting of non-ferrous metal ores or

concentrates (Loebenstein, 1993). V/orld production of AszO: has remained relatively

constant from 1985 to 1990 at approximately 50 000 t y-l (Loebenstein, 1993). This

contrasts with the declining use of As compounds in agriculture, which in the late 1970s

to the early 1980s made up approximately 70Vo of the world As consumption (Hillier,

1980). This clecline in As use in the agricultural sector has probably been off-set by the

increasing use of As in the timber treatment industry. Arsenic has excellent wood-

preserving properties and is used in the timber industry in conjunction with Cu and
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chromium (Cr). World usage of As as a wood preservative is increasing at approximately

I to 2Vo ayear (Loebenstein, 1993)

2,1.3.2 Mining operations

Mining, and its associated operations (smelting, mine tailings and coal production)

are large contributors to anthropogenic sources of As (Fig. 2.I). Arsenic is a natural

component of lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) and gold (Au) ores, and coal.

Consequently, contamination of the atmosphere, soils, sediments, streams and

groundwater may occur during mining and associated processes. Although As-

contaminated agricultural soils have been the subject of numerous detailed investigations,

limited studies have been carried out on the detailed nature and dynamics of As in mine

spoils.

2. 1.3.2. 1 Mine tailings

Peterson et al. (1979) investigated the total As concentrations and nature of As in

grossly contaminated mine spoils of south west England. Total As concentrations in the

spoils were greater than 20 000 mg As kg-l with the maximum concentration at a depth of

2O to 4O mm, and very high As concentrations being detected to the lowest depth sampled

(3315O mg As kg-l at 250 to 300 mm). These investigators also assessed bioavailability

of As with deionised water. They found that water-soluble As concentrations (0.31 mg

As kg-r at 0 to 20 mm) were generally less than lVo of total As. Arsenate and AsIII were

the major As forms present in the water-soluble soil extracts, although dimethylarsine was

also detected in surface samples. Although Asv was the predominant form throughout the

soil profile, similar concentrations of AsIII were reported in the surface samples.

Unlike many heavy metals such as Cr, Cd, and Hg, As has been detected in

groundwater, especially at sites contaminated by mill tailings. Bernard (1983)
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investigated the contamination of groundwater and the subsequent contamination of Lake

Moira, Canada, and found that haphazard disposal of mill tailings and other slag wastes

resulted in considerable leaching of As from these sites. 'Water samples collected from

around the tailings and As storage areas in a hydrological investigation of groundwater

had As concentrations ranging from 600 to 22OO mg As L r. Extensive mitigation

methods have been required to alleviate the high As concentrations in the lake.

2.1.3.2.2 Smelting

There have been a number of reported incidences of atmospheric As release during

thesmeltingof Pb, Zn,Av, andCuores(Creceliuset a1.,7974; Ragainietal., I977;Li

and Thornton, 1993). Crecelius et al. (1974) reported that a large Cu mine near Tacoma,

V/ashington, released approximately 300 t of particulate matter into the atmosphere per

year. Dust containing approximately 20 to 30Vo As contaminated the soil (0 to 30 mm)

within a 5-km radius of the smelter, with up to 380 mg As kg-r occurring at some of the

sites sampled. Li and Thornton (1993) studied the As contamination of soil from three

ore smelting areas in England, Derbyshire, Cornwall, and Somerset. They reported that

As concentrations in the topsoil (0 to 150 mm) were elevated above background

measurements (7.69 to 8.97 mg As kg-l) and ranged between 16 and 925 mg As kg-r,

depending on the sampling area. Although most mining and smelting in these regions

ceased at the end of the 19th century, As contamination in some areas is still particularly

high. This emphasises the general long-term problem posed by the recalcitrant nature of

compounds associated with soil contamination from industrial sources.

2.1.3.2.3 CoaI

Arsenic concentrations in coal vary from 2 to 82 mg As kg-I, depending on

geological origin (Adriano et al., 1980). However, very high concentrations of As (1500
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mg As kg-l) have been recorded in brown coal from the former Czechoslovakia (Bencko

and Symon, 1977). The mining of coal for coal-fired power stations, presents an

increasing waste problem worldwide because of the production of fly and bottom ash

containing As. The physical and chemical properties of fly ash restrict the general

utilisation of fly ash, resulting in a large proportion of the ash being used as landfill

(Beretka and Nelson, 1994). Few studies have investigated the fate of As deposited in

landfill. Turner (1931) reported that pond effluent from 12 ash disposal systems

contained quantities of total dissolved As of less than 0.5 to 150 mg As L r. Arsenate was

the dominant As species present, but the more mobile and toxic Asm accounted for

between 3 and 407o of the dissolved As. This highlights the fact that although Asv may

be the dominant As species present, conditions may be favourable for the presence of Asm

as well. In contrast to the relatively low AsnI concentrations in the ash porewater,

interstitial Asil concentrations collected from two wells ranged from I.2 to 550 mg As Ll

at 4 to 6 m and 43 to 1480 mg As Lr at 10 to 12 m depth (Turner, 19S1). These relatively

high concentrations of Asr may be of environmental concern and pose a risk to human

and animal health, if contamination of surface and/or groundwater were to occur.

2.1.3.3 Agriculture

Agricultural inputs from the use of pesticides, desiccants, and fertilisers are the

major sources of As in soils (Jiang and Singh, 1994), and numerous cases of As

contamination of agricultural soils have been recorded (Bishop and Chisholm, 1961':

Woolson et al., l97l; Hess and Blanchar, 1976; Metty et al, 1983)'
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2.1.3.3.1 Pesticides

From the late 1800s and until the introduction of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane

(DDT), Pb arsenate (PbAsO¿), calcium arsenate (CaAsOa), magnesium arsenate

(MgAsOa), zinc arsenate (ZnAsOa), zinc arsenite (Zn(AsO2)2), and Paris green

[Cu(CH¡COO)z.3Cu(AsOz)z] were used extensively as pesticides in orchards (Anastasia

and Kender, 1973; Merry et al., 1933). The resultant pollution of orchard soils by

inorganic Pb and As pesticides has been extensively reported in the literature (Bishop and

Chisholm, 196l Frank et al., 1976; Mery et al., 1983; Peryea and Creger, 1994).

Bishop and Chisholm (1961) investigated As soil pollution on 25 Annapolis Valley

orchards (mostly sandy loams; pH 6.2 to 6.7). It was found that the use of arsenical

pesticides had resulted in the accumulation of 9.8 to 124 mg As kg-l in the topsoil (0 to

150 mm) (Table 2.3). The considerable variations in As concentrations were attributed to

different spraying practices at each orchard. Frank et al. (1976) reported similar findings

in apple orchards to which PbAsO¿ sprays were applied for periods ranging from 5 to l0

years. The mean As concentrations were 54.2 + 25.8 mg As kg-r and 2O9 + 13.6 mg As

kg-l respectively in the 0 to 150 mm and 150 to 300 mm layers of soil. A comparison of

the age of orchards versus As concentration in the surface soil showed an increase of 7 to

l2l mgAs kg-l after 70 years of pesticide applications. Increases in the As concentration

were also evident in the 150 to 300 mm layer, although the concentrations were much

lower. However, comparison of the Pb-As ratio between the untreated and treated topsoil,

indicates that there may have been considerable loss of As from the surface soil (Frank et

al., 1976). This loss is reflected to some extent in the accumulation of As in the 150 to

300 mm horizon. Merry et al. (1933) reported that although there was considerable

accumulation of As in 90 surface soils of apple and pear orchards in South Australia and
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Tasmania, there was evidence of loss of As from the surface soil at some sites.

Translocation by leaching in soil solution or colloids in suspension were suggested as

possible mechanisms for losses (Merry et al., 1983), although losses of As compounds

through volatilisation may also be an important but difficult pathway to quantify. Barrow

(1974) and Davenport and Peryea (1991) have reported that P amendments to soil may

contribute to the displacement of As in soils, and leaching may be accentuated in sandy

soils (Tammes and de Lint, 1969). Peryea and Creger (1994) found that the movement of

Pb and As was greater in soils with low clay and organic contents, high inigation rates,

and high application rates of PbAsO¿ pesticide. This study highlights that As mobility is a

result of complex interactions between soil and solution factors that influence the leaching

of As from the surface soil.

Table 2.3. Arsenic contamination of orchard sites.

Apple orchards

(mg kg-t)

Total soil As (0 to 150 mm) References

Background

concentration

(mg kg't)

Contaminated

concentration

(mg kg-t)

Torbrook

Kentville

Woodville

Morristown

Cornwallis

Mean of 31 orchards

4.2

4.5

nd

7.0

trace

6.27

124.4

75.0

53.8

30.4

9.8

54.2

Bishop and Chisholm

(1e61)

tl

ft

ll

tt

Frank etal.,(1976)

Arsenical pesticides were also widely used in livestock dips to control ticks, fleas,

and lice (Vaughan, 1993). In Australia, As-based pesticide solutions were widely used in

Queensland and northern New South Wales from the early 1900s to 1955 (DIPMAC
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Report, 1992) to control ticks in cattle. Investigations of possible polluted sites have

identified 1607 known cattle dip sites, of which 1041 sites were still in operation in 1990

(DIPMAC Report, 1992). High concentrations of As residues have been identified at

some dip sites (Table 2.4), especially in the immediate area around the dip bath and

draining pen (DIPMAC Report,1992; Barzi et al., 1996).

Arsenic residues (< 50 to > 3000 mg As kg-l; have also been identified in

subsurface layers at depths exceeding 500 mm (Naidu et al., 1995a). Some of the As

concentrations present in the contaminated soil around livestock dips are comparable to

As concentrations present in mine spoils, but are perhaps more toxic because of the

soluble nature of the As compounds present. Residential development of the

contaminated sites may pose a considerable risk to human health.

Table 2,4. Average As residues in aggregated soil in and around cattle dip sites

(DIPMAC Report, 1992).

Arsenic (mg kg'r soil)

Location within dip site Mean Range

adjacent to dip bath

draining pen

scooping mound

disposal pit

290

436

720

467

0 to 1636

2 to 870

15 to 3000

0 to 2600

2.1.3.3.2 Herbicides

Since the late 19th century, inorganic arsenical compounds were used as herbicides

(Vaughan, 1993). Monosodium methanearsonate (MSMA) and disodium

methanearsonate (DSMA) have been used extensively as pre-emergence and post-

emergence herbicides in cotton and turf grasses (Sachs and Michael, l97I). Although

both MSMA and DSMA are effective as selective grass suppressors, MSMA has been

used almost exclusively in Australia (McMillan, 1988). The use of MSMA and DSMA in
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the cotton industry has declined since the development of more effective contact

herbicides.

Despite the low mammalian toxicity of the methanearsonates, there is some concern

with the ultimate fate of these As compounds, because they may persist in the soil

environment and/or be phyto-available (Hiltbold et al., 1974). Hiltbold et al. (1914)

investigated the distribution of MSMA after repeated application to three soil types. After

6 years of applying MSMA at various rates (0 to 40 kg ha-r y-t¡, the cumulative As

concentration in the soils (0 to 900 mm) ranged from 10 to 31 mg As kg-l in a Decatur silt

loam (Rhodic Paleudút),2.4to23.6 mg As kg-r in a Hartsells fine sandy loam (Typic

Hapludult) , and, 5.2 to 21.2 mg As kg-r in a Dothan loamy sand (Plinthic Paleudult).

There was no apparent decline in the cotton yield over the 6-year period, and only low

concentration of As were detected in the cotton seed (< 0.2 mg As kg-l). Gilmor and

V/ells (1980), in contrast, reported that the residual effects of MSMA increased the

sterility of rice cultivars grown in a Crowley silt loam soil (Typic Albaqualf). It was

observed that the occuffence of straighthead in the rice cultivars increased with increasing

application rates of MSMA (1.1 to ll.2kgAs ha-r). No sterility or yield decrease was

found with either mid-season draining and drying treatment, which is a common

management practice to prevent straighthead, or at low rates of As application to the rice

cultivars (Gilmor and Wells, 1980).

2.1.3.3.3 Fertilisers

Only a few studies have investigated fertiliser additions, and the studies have

focused on the effects of P fertilisers on increasing As concentrations in soils. Charter et

al. (1995) analysed commercial phosphorus fertilisers marketed in Iowa, USA, and

phosphate rocks used in the production of P fertilisers worldwide for trace metal

contamination. The concentrations of As and molybdenum (Mo) were greater and more
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variable than other trace metals analysed for in concentrated superphosphate,

monoammonium phosphate (MAP), diammonium phosphate (DAP) and phosphate rocks

(PRs). Arsenic concentrations in the samples were in the range 2.4 to 18.5 mg As kg-r

(TSP), 8.1 to 17.8 mg As kg-l (MAP), 6.8 to 12.4 mg As kg-l (DAP), and 3.2 to 32.1 mg

As kg-l (PRs). During a field trial of P fertilisers, Goodroad and Caldwell (1979) reported

that there was no increase in As concentrations in a Nicollet clay loam soil (aquic

Hapludoll) and Port Byron silt loam soil (Typic Hapludoll) after receiving various P-

fertiliser treatments. Phosphate fertiliser (concentrated superphosphate; -20Vo P) was

applied in two parts at various rates with a cumulative total of between 0 to 8 888 kg hat

of superphosphate applied to the Nicollet soil, while the Port Byron soil received five

annual treatments of 0 P, 99 kg ha-l of concentrated superphosphate, 73 kghal of calcium

metaphosphate, 82 kg hal of phosphoric acid, and 352 kg ha-r of southern rock

phosphate. Soil samples were collected from the Ap horizon (0 to 250 mm, Nicollet clay

loam; and 0 to 225 mm, Port Byron silt loam). Therefore, fertilisers appear to be only a

minor source of As pollution in soils.

2.1.3.3.4 Forestry

The wood preservative industry is the major market for As in the United States

(Loebenstein, 1993), and in 1990 this industry accounted for approximately lOVo of the

United States domestic As demand (Loebenstein, 1993). Although the wood preservative

industry is a major end user of imported As2O3, there are few reported incidences of

contamination. Nevertheless, Lund and Fobian (1991) reported elevated As

concentrations in two soil types (Typic Haplorthod and Typic Hapludalf) due to spillage

of chemicals used in impregnating wood. Arsenic concentrations in the haplorthod were

highest in the surface soil (3290 mg As kg-t soil) and showed a general decline with

increasing soil depth. Similar trends were evident for the hapludalf (surface sample -380
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mg As kg-l soil), but there were large variations in the profile that could not be explained

by the composition of the soil horizons (Lund and Fobian, l99l). Generally, As was

retained in the A and B horizons of both profiles. In the A horizon, the retention of As

was associated with high organic-matter content, whereas retention in the B horizon may

be associated with sorption by manganese (Mn), iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al) oxides

(Lund and Fobian,lggl). The mechanism of As sorption and the role of oxidic materials

is further discussed in the section on sorption mechanisms'

2.2 Physico-chemical behaviour of As in soil

Arsenic forms a variety of inorganic and organic compounds in soils (Vaughan,

lgg3) and is present mainly as inorganic species, either Asv or AsIII lMasscheleyn et al.,

1991). Under oxic soil conditions (Eh > 200 mV; pH 5 to 8), As is commonly present in

the +5 oxidation state. However, Asm is the predominant form under reducing conditions

(Masscheleyn et al., l99l; Marin et al., Igg3). Both Asv and Asm species have been

reported to be subject to chemical and/or microbial oxidation-reduction and methylation

reactions in soils and sediments (Braman and Foreback, 1973; Brannon and Patrick,

I9S1). Many different As compounds have been identified in the soil environment (Table

2.5), and they may be classified into two major groups: inorganic As compounds, and

organic As compounds.

2.2.1 lnorganic compounds

Among the As species found in the soil environment, compounds of Asv and Asm

are the most important inorganic As species in the soil, because their compounds are

highly soluble in water (Vaughan, 1993) and may change valency states depending on the

pH (Masscheleyn et al., 1991) and redox conclitions (Malin et al., 1993). The equilibria
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for arsenic acid (Asv) and arsenous acid (Ast) in aqueous solutions are given in Eqns.

2.1to 2.6 (O',Neill, 1995)

Arsenic acid

H¡AsO+ + HzO <+ HzAsO+ + H3O*

HzAsO+ + H2O <+ HAsOa2- + H3O*

HAsO+2- + HzO <+ AsOa3-+ H3O*

Arsenous acid

H:AsO: + HzO e HzAsOi * H3O+

HzAsO¡- + H2O <+ HAsO32-+ H3O*

HAsO32- + H2O <+ AsO33- + H3O*

pK^ 2.20

pÇ 6.97

pÇ 11.53

pK" 9.22

pK"l2.l3

pK^ 13.4

î2.r1

t2.21

t2.31

Í2.41

12.sl

12.61

Geochemical systems are commonly interpreted in terms of their response to redox

potential (Eh) and pH. The most thermodynamically stable species over the normal soil

pH range 4 to 8 are: H3AsO¡ (AsII), HzAsO¿- and HAsOo'- (Atu).

2.2.2 Organic compounds

Organic As compounds (Table 2.5) exist in both the trivalent and pentavalent states

in soils (Vaughan, L993). Microbial methylation of the As oxyanions may occur, forming

methylarsonic compounds such as monomethylarsonic and di- and trimethylarsines

(O'Neill, 1995; Vaughan, 1993), and ultimately may lead to the formation of arsine gas

(NRCC, 1978).

Different microorganisms vary in their ability to methylate inorganic As compounds

present in the soil (NRCC, 1978). The methylation pathway for bacteria and fungi differ,

with biomethylation of As by bacteria proceeding only to dimethylarsine, which is stable

in the absence of oxygen. In comparison, fungi are able to transform inorganic and

organic As compounds into volatile methylarsine (Cullen and Reimer, 1989). Some

microorganisms can methylate As compounds over a wide range of soil conditions,
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whereas other microorganisms are limited by the As substrates they can methylate and the

degree of methylation of those substrates (NRCC, 1978).

Table 2.5. Arsenic compounds of environmental importance (Vaughan, 1993).

Name Synonyms Formula

Inorganic arsenic, trivalent

arsenic trioxide

arsenous acid

arsenite

arsenic chloride

arsenic sulfide

arsine (gas)

Inorganic arsenic, pentavalent

arsenic oxide

arsenic acid

arsenenic acid

arsenate

Organic arsenic

methylarsonic acid

dimethylarsinic acid

trimethylarsine oxide

methylarsine

dimethylarsine

trimethylarsine

arsenobetaine

arsenocholine

arsanilic acid

copper acetoarsenite

arsenous oxide, white oxide

arsenious acid

salts of arsenous acid

arsenic trichloride

arsenic trisulphide, orpiment

arsenic pentoxide

orthoarsenic acid

metaarsenic acid

salts of arsenic acid

methanearsonic acid, or

monomethylarsonic acid

cacodylic acid

4-aminophenylarsonic acid

paris green

As2O3

HAsOz

H2AsO3-, HAsO32-, or AsO33-

AsCl3

As2S3

AsH¡

AszOs

H¡AsO¿

HAsO3

HzAsO+, HAsOa2-, or AsOa3-

CH¡AsO(OH)z

(CH¡)zAsO(OH)

(CH¡):AsO

CH¡AsHz

(CH¡)zAsH

(cH¡):As

(cH3)3AS*CH2COOH

(cH3)3As*CH2CH2OH

H2NC6HaAsO(OH),

Cu(CH:COO)z.3Cu(AsOz)z

The equilibria for methylarsonic acid and dimethylarsinic acid in aqueous solution

are given in Eqns. 21 to 2.9 (ONeill, 1995). Few studies have reported the presence of
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organoarsenical compounds in soil systems, but this is probably due to the analytical

difficulties of determining trace levels of organoarsenic species.

Monomethlyarsonic acid

(CH¡)AsO(OH)2 + H2O <+ (CH¡)AsOr(OHf + H3O*

(CH:)AsOz(OH)-+ HzO <+ (CH3)AsO32- + H3O*

pÇ 4.19

pK^8.77

t2.71

t2.81

Dimethylarsinic acid

(CHùzAsO(OH) + H2O <+ (CH¡)zAsOz-+ H3O* pK^6.27 12.el

2.2.3 Tlne soil solution

Limited information is available on the concentration and nature of As in soil

solutions under field conditions. However, considerable information is available on the

solubility and nature of As species in soils under known reducing conditions simulated in

the laboratory (Deuel and Swoboda,1972; Masscheleyn et al., l99l; Marin et al., 1993;

Onken and Hossner, 1995). These studies reveal that under moderately reducing

conditions Asm is the predominant species in the soil solution. Deuel and Swoboda

(1972) found that there was an increase of Asm in soil solution over time under flooded

soil conditions, which they attributed to the release of As during dissolution of iron

oxyhydroxide minerals that have a strong affinity for Asv under aerobic conditions. Thus,

minerals such as FeAsO¿ and other forms of Fem are reduced to the soluble Fetr, and

sorbed Asv is released into solution (Takamatsu et al., 1982). These reactions are in

general agreement with processes that have been observed in groundwater. Intermittent

incidents of As contamination of groundwater and the consequential As poisoning of

people have been reported (Lu, 1990; Das et al., 1996). In a recently reported case of As

poisoning in six districts encompassing an area of 34 000 km2 in'West Bengal (Das et al.,

1996), As concentrations were found to be above the maximum peffnissible limit of 0.05

mg As L-l established by the V/orld Health Organisation [(V/HO), 1981]. It has been
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proposed that As enters the groundwater through changes in the geochemical environment

produced by the high withdrawal rate of groundwater. It is likely that the major

mechanism of As release is through the decomposition of arsenopyrite according to Eqn.

2.10 (Rimstidt et al.,1994).

FeAsS(s) +13Fe3*(aq) + SHzO + 14Fe2*(aq) + SO+2-(aq) +13H*(aq) + H3AsOa(aq) t2.101

Onken and Hossner (1995) identified the concentration and nature of As species

present in the solution from two flooded soils (Entic Pelludert and Typic Ochraqualf)

treated with sodium arsenate or sodium arsenite (rates of 0 to 45 mg As kg-r) in a

glasshouse study. In soils treated with sodium arsenite (25 mg As kg-l ), Atut was the

major As species present in aqueous solution at day 0, but by day 10 conversion to Asv

had occurred (Midland silt loam, -50Vo of total As present as Asv; Beaumont clay, -20Vo

of total As present as Asv) due to the relatively high redox potential of the soils.

Similarly, a Midland silt loam treated with sodium arsenate (25 mgAs kg-1 ) contained no

AsIII at day 0, but by day 10, -80Vo of total As was present as AsItr in solution. The

increase in Asm in aqueous solution resulted from the conversion of Asv to AsIII as the

redox potential in the flooded soils declined. However, complete reduction of Asv to Asm

was not observed.

Masscheleyn et al. (1991) studied the influence of redox potential and pH on As

speciation and solubility in a contaminated soil (Aeric Ochraqualf). Changes in the redox

potential and pH greatly affected the As species present in the soil solution. At higher soil

redox potential (200 to 500 mV), As solubility was low, and Asv was the predominant

species in solution. Increasing pH or reducing Asv to Asm increased the concentration of

As species in the solution. Based on these studies, they concluded that the solubility of
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As under moderately reducing conditions was controlled by the dissolution of iron (Fe)

hydroxides, which is consistent with the observations of Deuel and Swoboda (1972).

More recent studies by Marin et al. (1993) support the earlier findings.

The transition of Asv to Asil is not surprising given that Asn is thermodynamically

more stable than Asv under reducing soil conditions (Sadiq et al., 1983). Despite the

thermodynamic stability of AsrI relative to Asv, numerous investigators (Masscheleyn et

al., l99l; Marin et al., lgg3) have reported the presence of Asv in aqueous solution under

reducing conditions. Masscheleyn et al. (1991) suggested two possible reasons for this:

(i) competition of Fem as a terminal electron acceptor in microbial respiration (Eqn.

2.ll), or (ii) presence of manganese 
t oxides (Eqn. 2.12), which have been shown to be

effective oxidants of AsIII (Oscarson et al., 1981).

FezO¡(s) + 4H*(aq) + AsO:3-(aq) e 2Fe2*(aq) + AsO+3-(aq) + 2H2O E'= 0.21 V 12.ttl

MnOz(s) + 2H*(aq) + AsO33-(aq) <+ Mn2*(aq) + AsO+3-(aq) + H2O E'= 0.67 V l2.l2l

The redox potential of soil depends on the half-cell potential (E') of all the reducing

and oxidising systems in the soil, and due to the heterogenetic nature of soils, these

relationships are very complex.

2.2.4 Sorption processes

As with many other contaminants, the concentration of As in the soil solution is

controlled both by soil physical and soil chemical properties that influence sorption

processes. Compared with the large volume of literature on metal sorption by pure silicate

and oxidic mineral systems, little information is available on As sorption and transport in

soils. Studies on pure systems suggest that As has a high affinity for oxidic surfaces,
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although reactivity of oxides may vary considerably, depending on pH, charge density, and

soil solution composition. Soil texture (Wauchope,I975; Frost and Griffin, 1917), nature

of constituent minerals (Walsh et al., I97l;Pierce and Moore, 1980), pH, and the nature

of competing ions have all been shown to influence sorption processes.

Few researchers have investigated the mechanisms involved in As sorption. The

studies that have been conducted have generated considerable evidence for the formation

of inner-sphere complexes (specific sorption) with soil components (Hingston et al., l97I;

Anderson and Malotky, 1979). Direct evidence for the formation of Asv inner-sphere

complexes on ferrihydrite has been obtained using extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy and wide-angle X-ray scattering (Waychunas et al.,

1993; 'Waychunas et al., 1996) and on goethite using infrared spectroscopy (Lumsdon et

al., 1984). Evidence for formation of As complexes on other hydrous Fe oxides was

presented by Harrison and Berkheiser (1982). Waychunas and co-workers ('Waychunas et

al., 1993; 'Waychunas et al., 1996) have postulated that Asv sorbs onto ferihydrite by

forming binuclear, inner-sphere complexes. However, formation of monodentate As-Fe

complexes accounted for approximately 3OVo of inner-sphere complexes (Waychunas et

41., I9g3), and monodentate Asv-Fe complexes were comparable to the number of

bidentate Asv-Fe complexes at low total As concentrations. Similarly, Fendorf et al.

(lgg7) investigated the surface structure of Asv and chromate sorption on goethite. They

concluded, from EXAFS spectroscopy examination of the surface, that Asv formed three

different complexes on goethite depending on surface coverage. A monodentate complex

was favoured at low surface coverage, whereas the bidentate complexes v/ere favoured at

higher surface coverage and a mixture of the two complexes may also occur. Indirect

methods have also been used to study sorption mechanisms. Specific anion sotptiolì

produces a shift in the zero point of charge (pH"p") of the sorbent. Pierce and Moore
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(1930) investigated the sorption of Asm onto amorphous Fe hydroxide and observed that

the pH"o. decreased with increasing addition of Asltr. This was assumed to be indicative

of AsIII being specifically sorbed to the hydrous Fe hydroxide surface.

Theoretically, all the sorbed species may be desorbed from the soil constituents.

However, investigations have found that substantial proportions of trace metals sorbed by

soil constituents are not readily released into the soil solution. Few studies to date have

investigated desorption of As from soil constituents.

Phosphate has been reported to displace sorbed As from soils (V/oolson et a1.,1973;

Peryea, l99l). Heavy additions of P to As-polluted soils have been reported to displace

approximately 77Vo of the total As in the soil, with the water-soluble As fraction being

redistributed to lower depths in the soil profile (Woolson et al., 1973). Peryea (1991)

observed that although P increased As solubility, desorption of As was dependent on the

soil type, with the As concentration in soil solution from a volcanic soil not altering after

the addition of P. These volcanic soils have high anion-fixing and pH-buffering

capacities due to the presence of allophanic minerals; this implies that only large

additions of P to high anion-fixing soils may affect As in soil solution. In leaching

experiments with columns of repacked soils collected from PbAsO¿-contaminated apple

orchards, the addition of P in the form of monoammonium phosphate (MAP) or

monocalcium P (MCP) significantly increased the amount of As leached from the

columns (Davenport and Peryea, 1991).

Although Asm has been recognised as being more mobile and toxic than Asv, there

have been few reported desorption studies of Asm from the soil. Tammes and de Lint

(1969) found that even after large AsIII applications the symptoms of phytotoxicity in

potatoes gradually disappearecl over time, which either indicates thc leaching of AsIII from

the soil root zone or a reduction in bioavailability due to an aging effect. Elkhatib et al.
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(1934) in contrast, reported that Asn sorption was not reversible, since only a small

amount of the sorbed AsIII was released after five desorption steps.

Considering the importance of desorption processes in controlling As concentrations

in soil solution, further studies in this aÍea afe urgently needed for a more complete

understanding of desorption processes.

2.2.4.1 Soíl properties

Among the factors that influence sorption of As, soil properties have been most

extensively studied. These investigations show that both the amount of clay and the

nature of constituent clay minerals control As sorption in soils. Johnson and Hiltbold

(1969) reported that approximately 907o of As present in the soil was associated with the

clay fraction after 4 years of repeated applications of monosodium methanearsonate

(MSMA), monoammonium methanearsonate (MAMA), and disodium methanearsonate

(DSMA) to turf. Livesey and Huang (1981) studied retention of Asv in four

Saskatchewan surface soils (orthic dark grey Carrot River, orthic black Melfort, orthic

black Oxbow, low-humic eluviated gleysol Oxbow) and reported that at dilute As

concentrations sorption processes controlled retention of As. They found that sorption

was linearly related to ammonium oxalate-extractable Al and, to a lesser extent, to clay

and ammonium oxalate-extractable Fe. Wauchope (1975) investigated the sorption of

Asv, p, DSMA, and the sodium salt of dimethylarsinic acid by 16 Mississippi River

alluvial flood-plain soils. Sorption of the two organoarsenical herbicides was strongly

correlated with Asv and P sorption, and all three As species were found to be correlated (p

< 0.01) with the clay and Fe oxide contents of the soils. This suggests that Fe and Fe

coatings on clay surfaces may be important in controlling As sorption processes, and

therefore its bioavailability in soils. Gustafsson and Jacks (1995) examined As solid-

phase relationships in forest soil profiles. They reported that Asv was the dominant As
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species present in the soil (Entic Haplocryod, Typic Haplocryod, Typic Cryorthent). On

addition of Asv to the soil, it was found that sorption of As by imogolite-type materials

and ferrihydrite was the key property that determined Asv concentration in solution.

Clays may often be coated with Fe and Al oxides (Shuman, 1976; Schulthess and

Huang, 1990; Naidu et al., 1994), and this may modify As-clay interactions. Fordham

and Norrish (1979) reported that clay minerals were relatively unimportant in comparison

with Fe oxides and, to a lesser extent, titanium oxides in the sorption of Asv in several

acidic soils. Fordham and Norish (1983), in a later study, reported that the sorption of

Asv by a lateritic podzol surface soil (Palexeralf) was controlled mainly by Fe oxides of

approximately 50 nm diameter. kon oxides were associ¿ted with other soil components,

forming surface deposits on larger kaolin flakes or microaggregates with smaller flakes.

Titanium oxides competed with Fe oxides for Asv and were able to dominate Asv

sorption when Fe oxides were chemically removed. Similarly, Elkhatib et al' (1984)

examined AsItr sorption in the A and B horizons of five major West Virginian soils (Typic

Hapludults, Typic Haplualf, and Fluventic Dystrocrept). hon oxide and pH were the soil

properties most related to AsIII sorption.

Oscarson et al. (1983a) reported that manganese (Mn) oxides may play an important

role in the sorption of Asm and Asv from soil solution as well as the oxidation of the more

toxic and mobile Asm to Asv (Oscarson et al., 1981). Sorption of As by Mn oxides after

the addition of AsIII to soil solution (pH 7) was reported to be in the order: cryptomelane

(cx-MnOz) > birnessite (ö-MnOz) > pyrolusite (ß-MnO2) (Oscarson et al., 1983a). The

amount of As sorbed by Mn oxides appears to be related to the PHrp" and the surface area

of the oxides, as well as to the oxidation of Asru to Asv. This implies that in some

environments that have been contaminated with Asm, the presence of Mn oxides such as

cryptomelane or birnessite in the system may decrease the potential toxicity of Asm by



converting AsItr to the less toxic Asv which is subsequently sorbed. Scott and Morgan

(1995) proposed that surface redox reactions between Asr and a MnN oxide (õ-MnOz)

occur through a multiprocess mechanism (Fig. 2.2). Oscarson et al. (1983b), in a later

study, reported that Fe and Al oxides and CaCO3 coatings deposited on Mn oxides

affected the sorption of As from solution. The coatings evidently masked the electron-

accepting sites on Mn oxides for converting AsIII to Asv (Oscarson et al., 1983b).
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of a Milv oxide (birnessite) and the proposed AsIII sorption and subsequent Asv

oxidation and release (Scott and Morgan' 1995).
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2.2.4.2 Effect of pH

The effect of pH on As sorption has been studied widely using both pure mineral

systems and soils (Frost and Griffin, 197':.; Pierce and Moore, 1980; Xu et al.' 1988,

I99l). These investigations showed that the pH of the soil solution has a large influence on

sorption of As. Generally, the effect of pH on sorption varies with the As species. Frost

and Griffin (Ig77) reported that Asv sorption by the layer silicate minerals kaolinite and

montmorillonite exhibited a maximum pH of 4 to 6. Arsenite, in contrast, was sorbed

steadily from pH 4 to 9 on kaolinite and peaked at pH 7 on montmorillonite. Goldberg

and Glaubig (19SS) also investigated sorption of Asv on montmorillonite, kaolinite, and

calcite. The shape of the sorption curves closely agreed with those found by Frost and

Griffin (lgl7). However, in contrast to Frost and Griffin (1971), similar amounts of Asv

were sorbed onto both kaolinite and montmorillonite. This may be attributed to the

similar surface areas of the kaolinite and montmorillonite clays (Table 2.6) used by

Goldberg and Glaubig (1988), compared with those used by Frost and Griffin (1977).

Perhaps importantly, Goldberg and Glaubig (1938) found that carbonates play an

important role in Asv sorption in the pH 9 to 12 range'

Table 2.6. Surface area of kaolinite and montmorillonite clays.

Surface Area (m' g") References

Kaolinite

34.2

20.5

Montmorillonite

86.0

18.6

Frost and Griffin, (1977)

Goldberg and Glaubig, (1988)

Xu and his co-workers (Xu et al., 1988, 1991) studied the sorption of Asv,

monomethylarsonic acid (MMAA), dimethlyarsinic acid (DMAA), and Asm on alumina,

hematite, and quartz. The sorption of all four forms of As was strongly influenced by pH,
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and this was attributed to the pH-dependent charge and the distribution of As species in

soil solution. Based on stability constants, H2AsOa- and HAsO o'' are the main Asv

species, H3AsO3 the main Asr species, CH3AsOzOH- the main MMAA species, and

either (CH¡)zAsO(OH) or (CH¡) 2AsO2- the main DMAA (pK^6.2) species present in the

pH range (pH 4 to 9). The pH"p. for alumina and hematite is approximately pH 6.5 to 7.0,

and the solid surfaces are therefore negatively charged at a pH above this, which may

explain why the sorption of Asv (in deprotonated form) rapidly decreases above pH 7.

The pHrn, of quartz is approximately 2.0, and surfaces are negatively charged, thus

depressing the sorption of Asv. Similar reasoning may be used to explain the sorption of

Asm and organo-arsenic species to the solids. However, Xu et al. (1991) noted

discrepancies in the sorption maxima of DMAA and MMAA for both compounds and

suggested that other factors may also affect the sorption of these ions.

2.2.4.3 Effect of competíng ions

Appreciable quantities of both inorganic and organic ligand ions are present in many

soils and aquatic systems. This is especially true for Australian soils where over 3O7o of the

soils are affected by salt (Naidu et al., 1993) and the ligand ions generally include Cl-, SO¿2-,

and POa2- ions (Naidu and Rengasamy, 1993). In addition, soils contain organic ligands

arising from both plant root exudates and decomposing plant residues and microbial activity

(Harter and Naidu, 1995). Competition for sorption sites between some of these ligand ions

and As can appreciably affect the amounts of As sorbed.

Phosphate is known to displace sorbed As from soils (Woolson et al., 1973).

Applications of relatively high rates of P fertilisers [-8 to 12 mmol P kg-t soil (Peryea,

1991), and 0 to 48.6 mmol P kg-t soil (Melamed et al., 1995)l have been shown to

enhance As mobility in laboratory columns (Melamed et al., 1995) and As solution

concentration in laboratory batch studies (Peryea, 1991)'
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The presence of P in the equilibrating solution has been reported to suppress the

sorption of As, whereas the addition of Cl-, NO¡-, and SOa2- to the equilibrating solution

had little significant effect on As sorption (Livesey and Huang, 1981). Roy et al. (1986)

reported P and molybdate (Mo) suppressed the sorption of As on a Cecil clay (Typic

Hapludult), with P being more effective than Mo at suppressing Asv sorption.

Competitive sorption equations of the Freundlich type developed by DiGiano et al.

(1973) and Shiendorf et al. (1931) for the sorption of dilute organic compounds by

activated carbon appear to be potentially useful for describing competitive interactions of

Asv with other ions on clay (Roy et al., 1986). Both equations appeared to apply only in

situations where the equilibrium concentration of the competing P or Mo anion was much

less than that of Asv (Roy et al., 1986), which is not the case in many soil solutions.

Recent studies of competitive sorption interactions of anions on pure mineral

systems (Xu et al., 1988) showed that at pH < 7, the SO¿2- (20 mgl--l) anion decreased the

sorption of Asv on alumina. Increasing the SOa2- concentration (to 40 mg L-t¡ had little

effect on Asv sorption, indicating that the sorption mechanisms of Asv and SO¿2- are not

identical (Xu et al., 1988).

The presence of fulvic acid greatly affected the sorption of Asv on alumina at a pH

between 3 and 7.5 (Xu et al., 1988). Fulvic acid may be sorbed on alumina by coulombic

attraction (Xu et al., 1988), or fulvic acid may react directly with As (Thanabalasingam

and Pickering, 1986), which tends to decrease the sorption of the corresponding As

complex (Xu et al., 1988). Few studies have investigated the sorption of As by organic

matter. Thanabalasingam and Pickering (1986) reported that sorption of Asv and AsIII by

humic acid was pH-dependent. This trend was more apparent when a high ash humic acid

containing was used. The maximum sorption of Asv occurrcd at approximately pH 5.5,

whereas AsItr maxima occurred at the much higher pH of 8.5. Sorption of AsIII was less
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than Asv, which is a trend that has been noted by other authors (Frost and Griffin, 1977).

The general behaviour of the As species was largely attributed to humic acids becoming

more soluble as pH increased, which decreased their ability to remove As from solution.

Alternatively, the observed pH effect could reflect the changes in the protonation of both

the sorbent and sorbate (Thanabalasingam and Pickering, 1986).

2.2.4.4 Other effects on As sorption

Although numerous studies have investigated the effects of pH and ion competition

on the sorption behaviour of As in soil systems, few studies have considered other factors,

such as ionic strength and index cations (e.g. Na and Ca). Many of these other factors,

however, have been studied with other anions such as P and S. There are considerable

data showing that when P is sorbed by soil, or by a soil constituent, sorption varies with

the concentration and nature of the background solution, although the underlying

mechanisms are open to debate. The effects of different cations have been attributed to a

number of mechanisms, including the formation of surface P complexes with divalent

cations (Heylar et al., 1976), the formation of insoluble Ca-P compounds (Freeman and

Rowell, 1981), and differences in surface electrostatic potential (Barrow, 1983; Curtin et

al.,1992).

Similarly, differences in ionic strength have been shown to affect the sorption of P

(Barrow, 19S4) and S (Bolan et a1.,1986; Ajwa and Tabatabai, 1995) in soils. In the case

of P, increasing ionic strength has been shown to decrease the sorption of P below the zpc

and promote the sorption of P above the zpc on variable-charged surfaces (Barrow et al.,

1980; Bolan et al., 1986). Researchers suggest that ionic strength operates through its

effect on the electrostatic potential in the plane of sorption (Bolan et al., 1986).

Therefore, at a pH above the zpc of a variable-charge surface, increasing ionic strength

decreases the negative potential in the plane of sorption, whereas at pH less than zpc \t
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decreases the positive potential in the plane of sorption (Barrow et al., 1980). Although

this type of sorption behaviour for P is displayed over a wide range of ionic strengths,

other anions, such as S, behave differently on variable-charge surfaces. Although little

information is available about these effects of soil solution composition on the sorption of

As, studies have shown that P and As behave very similarly in soils (Woolson et al., 1973;

Barrow, 1974; Peryea, l99l). This suggests that the effects of ionic strength and

different index cations on the behaviour of Asv sorption would be similar to the sorption

behaviour of P. Further research is needed to confirm this.

2.2.5 Kinetics of As sorption

Sorption processes are the principal factors affecting the transport, degradation, and

biological availability of compounds in soils. Researchers have been interested in the

sorption reactions of ions in soils, as in most sases, these processes are time-dependent

rather than instantaneous (Skopp, 1986; Sparks, 1989; Yin et al',1997).

2.2. 5. I Adsorption kinetícs

Kinetic studies have usually employed classical batch techniques developed to study

sorption mechanisms which proceed to equilibrium. Using batch techniques, a number of

researchers have reported that the sorption of both Asv and Asru on pure minerals and

soils is rapid (Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce and Moore, 1980; Elkhatib et al., 1984;

Scott and Morgan, 1995). Anderson et al. (1976) reported that the rate of Asv sorption

on aluminium hydroxide was initially rapid, with over 9O7o of the sorption reaction (75

mg As L1 added) taking place before the sample could be collected. After I h, the rate of

Asv sorption slowed considerably, but Asv sorption continued at a slow rate for the

duration of the observational period (70 h). Similarly, Elkhatib et al. (1984) reported that

the initial reaction of Asr with five surface (A) and subsurface (B) soils (depth of A and
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B horizons not described), that had a range of chemical and physical properties (coarse-

loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludults; fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludults;

coarse-loamy, mixed, mesic Fluventic Dystrochrepts; fine, mixed, mesic Typic

Hapludalfs), was rapid and more than 50Vo (5 to 500 mg Asm L-t¡ of the original AsItr

present being sorbed in the first 30 min. Recently, Raven et al. (1998) investigated the

sorption of Asv and Asm by ferrihydrite using a rapid sampling batch technique developed

by Zasoski and Burau (1973). They reported that Asm sorption on ferrihydrite was

considerably faster than Asv at equivalent initial As concentrations. After 2 h, they found

that99.7 and98.3Vo of Asr, and79.6 and83.4Vo of Asv were sorbed at pH 4.6 and9.2

respectively, compared with the amount (l00Vo) sorbed at 96 h. Raven et al. (1998)

found that the kinetic data for Asm and Asv was best described by the parabolic diffusion

equation. Based on the ability of the parabolic diffusion equation to model the data, the

authors suggested that As reactions on fenihydrite were diffusion controlled. This

conclusion was also drawn by Fuller et al. (1993), who studied the sorption of Asv by

fenihydrite using a batch method similar to that of Raven et al. (1998). V/aychunas et al.

(1993) conducted an accompanying analyses of the ferrihydrite used in the kinetic

experiments by Fuller et al. (1993) using extended edge X-ray absorption (EXAFS).

From the EXAFS studies, they found there was no evidence for surface precipitation and

concluded that Asv sorption involved the formation of both inner-sphere monodentate and

bidentate binding, but the inner-sphere bidentate complex predominated. Ideally,

hypotheses on the mechanisms of sorption reactions obtained from macroscopic kinetic

studies (batch and flow techniques) should be combined with spectroscopic or

microscopic experiments as no single analysis technique provides a complete picture of

sorption reactions (Scheidegger ancl Sparks, 1996)'
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Batch techniques provide useful insights into the driving mechanisms of reactions to

equilibrium (Skopp, 1986). However, they suffer from a number of limitations which

must be taken into account by researchers. A major disadvantage is that batch techniques

do not remove desorbed species from the sorbing environment so they accumulate in the

system (Sparks, 1989; Amacher, 1991). This may interfere with data analysis and

interpretation because: (i) reactions may not be unidirectional and reverse reactions must

be accounted for, and (ii) desorbed species may cause secondary precipitation reactions

(Sparks, 1989; Amacher, 1991). Furthermore, mixing rates of soil and solution greatly

affect the rates of reactions and the sorption capacity of the soil studied through an

increase in the specific surface area (Ogwada and Sparks, 1986).

A recent alternative is the introduction of flow methods to observe time-dependent

reactions. These techniques have a number of attributes which make them desirable

alternatives to batch methods. A unique feature of flow techniques, is that unlike batch

methods, they are open systems and solute is continuously added and reaction products

are removed from the system. Another important advantage of flow methods is that the

soil-solution ratio may be smaller than used with the Zasoski and Burau (1978) batch

method. Typically soil-solution ratios of greater than 1:100 are used with Zasoski and

Burau (1973) batch method, while ratios of less than 1:10 are used for flow methods

(Amacher, 1991). Small soil-solution ratios may be equated with "real" field conditions.

However, both methods may be useful for describing different parts of the soil system to

be modelled (Harter, 1991). For example, Harter (1991) considers batch methods useful

for providing kinetic information on chemical reactions in micropores, and flow through

methods may be useful in obtaining kinetic information on chemical reactions in

macropores.
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The stirred-flow technique has been used to study sorption reactions (Carski and

Sparks,1985; Toner et al., 1989; Seyfried et al., 1989; Eick et al., 1990; Yin et al.,

lg97). This technique significantly decreases reverse reactions by continually removing

solution from the reaction chamber and preventing the accumulation of desorbed species.

The stirred-flow technique may be useful for studying As sorption kinetics, but before it

can be applied, it is necessary to conduct preliminary experiments as outlined by Bar-Tal

et al. (1990) to ascertain whether sorption reactions are instantaneous or kinetically

controlled. Instantaneous equilibrium indicates only that sorption reactions are too rapid

to be distinguished using the initial conditions selected for the stirred-flow technique.

Conventional methods (batch and flow methods) are too slow to observe the kinetics

of most surface chemical reactions. Pressure-jump (p-jump) relaxation technique allows

the determination of extremely rapid surface chemical reactions. Grossl et al. (1997)

investigated the rapid sorption-desorption of Asv and chromate on goethite using the p-

jump technique. From information elucidated using this technique, Grossl et al. (1997)

proposed that the rapid sorption of Asv on goethite was a two-step process that resulted in

the formation of an inner-sphere bidentate complex. This was in general agreement with

EXAFS spectroscopy data obtained by Fendorf et al. (1997).

A number of studies have investigated the sorption of Asv and AsIII by pure minerals

and soils. Many of these studies employed the Freundlich or Langmuir equations to

empirically describe the data. However, the use of these equations is limited and

alternative approach must be used to describe sorption reactions. Surface-complexation

models are chemical models that give a general molecular description of sorption using an

equilibrium approach (Goldberg, 1992). In only a few studies (Goldberg, 1986; Goldberg

and Glaubig, 1988; Belzile and Tessier, 1990; Manning and Goldberg,1996) has surface

complexation modelling been investigated as a means of quantifying the sorption of Asv
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by different surfaces. The constant-capacitance model (CCM) has been used to describe

Asv sorption on pure systems (Goldberg, 1986; Manning and Goldberg, 1996) and soils

(Goldberg and Glaubig, 1988). Goldberg and Glaubig (1988) showed that the CCM

adequately described Asv sorption on an Imperial soil series (fine, montmorillonitic,

hyperthermic Vertic Torrifluvent) up to pH 9, but was unable to describe Asv sorption in

the pH 9 to 12 range. Similarly, Manning and Goldberg (1996) reported that the CCM

adequately described sorption envelopes of Asv, P, and Mo by goethite and gibbsite.

However, the authors applied the CCM model using both the one-site (monodentate) and

two-site (monodentate + bidentate) conceptualisation of the oxide surface. The CCM,

using both these approaches, gave similar descriptions of the experimental data, indicating

that the present understanding of anion sorption on mineral surfaces is not complete

(Manning and Goldberg, 1996).

2.2.5.2 Desorption kinetics

In contrast to sorption studies, little information is available on the desorption of As

or other elements from soils. Elkhatib et al. (1934) reported that AsIII desorption was

quite hysteretic and only slowly desorbed from five soils where AsItr had been in contact

with the soils for 24 h. Carbonell Barrachina et al. (1996) have also studied the

desorption behaviour of Asru and found that AsItr sorption was a reversible process from

three freshly saturated soils (Toniorthent, Dystrochrepts and Calciorthid). They have

suggested that the difference between their results and those of Elkhatib et al. (1984) may

be explained through the different sorption capacities of the soils, since the soils used by

Elkhatib et al. (1984) had a greater sorption capacity than those used by Carbonell

Barrachina et al. (1996). Other ions, such as P, exhibit desorption behaviour similar to

that of As. Many desorption studies often reveal a fast desorbable fraction followed by a

slow fraction (García-Rodeja and Gil-Sortes, 1995; Lookman et al., 1995). Gatcía-
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Rodeja and Gil-Sortes (1995) studied the desorption of P from thirty one surface-soil

samples collected from north west Spain that had been spiked with varying amounts of P

(200 to 2000 mg P kg-t) and maintained at 75Vo field capacity for 1 year. They reported

that P desorption was initially very rapid but over time became progressively slower.

Lookman et al. (1995) also studied the desoqption of P from forty four soil samples in

long-term spiking trials. They reported that the desorption of P could be described by

considering that P occupies two discrete pools; in one pool P was readily available, and

in the other pool P was strongly fixed and desorbed slowly. The desorption of P from the

fast and slow pools could be described by a two-component first-order model (Eqn'

2.13), where Q1.s and Qz.o are the amounts of P initially present in the labile pool, fr.¡ and

k2 are the rates of desorption from each discrete pool andt, is the time.

ea",(t) = Qr.o (l-e-tr'', + Qz.o (1-e-0", 12.r3l

However, equilibrium and thermodynamic considerations make it difficult to

visualise the presence of such discrete pools of P. Mathematical equations of the nature

described here assist us in explaining the trends in desorption, but they often fail to

describe interactions adequately.

Kinetic studies are becoming increasingly important in clarifying sorption processes

(Pignatello and Xing, 1996). Sorption kinetic data may be fitted to any number of

equations, ranging from zero and second order equations to the parabolic diffusion law,

the Elovich equation, and the modified Freundlich equation (Table 2.7). In many cases,

the conformity of data to these equations is not simple, because conformity of kinetic data

to a particular equation does not necessarily mean that the mechanism proposed by the
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equation is correct (Sparks, 1989). In many cases, there are a number of soil processes

involved, which complicates measurement and the interpretation of the results.

The particular equation used to describe sorption rates is usually the one that best

fits the data. Few researchers have investigated the sorption kinetics of As, but Elkhatib

et al. (1984) found that the Elovich and modified Freundlich equations described the

sorption kinetics of AsÜ by ten surface and subsurface soils, whereas the modified

Freundlich equation described the desorption kinetics of Asr, The fact that the Elovich

equation did not describe the desorption rate of Asm may be indicative of the premises on

which the equation is based, and may limit the application of the equation across a broad

spectrum of soils.

Table 2.7. Summary of equations used to describe various kinetic models (García'

Rodeja and Gil-Sortes, 1995).

Equation Formula

Zero order

First order

Second order

Parabolic diffusion

Two constant rate

Elovich type equation

Modified Freundlich

Ct=Co+Kt

lnC,=lnCo+Kt

llC¡= 1/C" - Kt

Ct=Co+f{t
lnC,=lnC"+Klnt
Ct=Co+Klnt

ln C, = ln Co + ß1 ln t + ß2C+ ß3 T

Ct = final concentration of sorbate as a function of contact time; Co = initial concentration

of the sorbate; K = rate constant; t = time; ß and T are independent variables

2.3 Conclusions

Arsenic is widely distributed in nature, with traces of As in the soil almost

universal. Background sources of As have been enhanced through anthropogenic

activities. These activities have varied widely, both in their nature and the composition of

the As added to soils. The behaviour of As in the soil is dominated by its speciation. In
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soil solutions the inorganic As species predominate, either as Asv or AsIII. Under

moderately oxidising conditions (> +100mV) Asv will predominate, while under

moderately reducing conditions (< +100mV) Ast will predominate. The conversion of

As from one oxidation state to another in soils is affected by soil parameters such as Fe

and Mn oxides, pH and microbial activity.

It is evident from the above review that the factors controlling physico-chemical

processes of As in soils, and therefore bioavailability, have been the subject of many

investigations. Investigations have found that the sorption of As onto soil surfaces plays

an important role in mediating the availability of As in the environment. Review of the

literature indicates that Fe, Al and to a lesser extent Mn oxides are important soil

constituents which control concentrations of As in the soil solution. Soil pH has also been

reported to have a major influence on the availability of As. Many investigations have

studied the effects of pH on the sorption of different inorganic As species by mineral and

soil surfaces. In comparison, few investigations have studied the effects of other soil

solution factors, such as ionic strength, and cations and anions, that affect As sorption by

soils. The major basic cations that are present in soil solutions are Ca, Na, Mg, and K.

The concentrations of these ions in soil solutions are generally 100 times or greater than

that of As. Therefore, changes in the soil solution chemistry may have important

implications for the behaviour of As in solution. Further, other anions, such as P, S, and

DOC may compete with As for similar sorption sites when present in soil solution. To

date, studies have reported conflicting effects of other anions on the sorption of As by

mineral or soil surfaces.

From the review of the literature, it can be concluded that although there is alatge

amount of information on As sorption, information is still lacking in critical areas

controlling the chemistry of As . Notably, there is a still a dearth of information on the
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kinetics of As sorption. Further work is also needed in understanding desorption

processes and factors which influence the kinetics of these processes.
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CHAPTER 3

General materials and methods

3.1. Soils

Ten uncontaminated soils (Table 3.1), representing a number of major soil groups in

northern New South'Wales, were selected for preliminary investigation. Soils from this

region were selected for study, as the area has a well documented history of the use of As

as an acaricide and many of the former cattle dip sites are highly contaminated with As (<

100 to > 14 000 mg kg-r; Naidu et al., 1995a). Review of the literature indicates that As

mobility in many soils is low but at former cattle dip sites As contamination has been

reported to be to considerable depth in some soil profiles (Naidu et al., 1995a). Many of

these former cattle dip sites also contain a mixture of co-contaminants such as

organochlorines, organophosphates and pyrethriods (DIPMAC Report, 1992). Although

there are many papers published on the chemistry of As in soils, there is still a dearth of

information on As at concentrations that are commonly found in soil solutions, such as

found under polluted surface horizons. Under such conditions and in soils with high

affinity for As, the rate and extent of sorption may be different from those observed in

polluted soils. In view of the complex nature of the contamination in the former cattle dip

sites, uncontaminated soils were selected for study under controlled laboratory conditions

to elucidate an understanding of the soil processes that have controlled As sorption and

mobility in these soils.

Sampling was conducted on a horizonal basis, with the sampled soil horizons

collected being placed in sealable plastic bags before being transported to the laboratory

for analyses. Soil samples collected from the field were air-dried and crushed to pass
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through a 2-mm stainless steel sieve. Following crushing, soils were well mixed and

stored in airtight polythene containers for analyses.

3.2 Analytical procedures

3.2.1 Soil analyses

Samples (0 to 150 mm) representative of the soils selected for study were

characterised with respect to their chemical and physical properties by standard

procedures.

Soil pH was determined with 1: 5 (w/v) soil-water suspensions following overnight

end-over-end equilibration; cation exchange capacity (CEC) was determined as outlined

by Rayment and Higginson (1992) and total carbon (TC) was analysed by I-eco CNS-2000

equipment. Particle size was determined by the pipette method as outlined by the USDA

Soil Conservation Service (1982). Oxalate and citrate-dithionite extractable iron (Fe) and

aluminium (Al) were determined as outlined in NZ Soil Bureau Scientific Report 80

(Blakemore et a1.,1987). Total As concentration in soils was estimated following aqua

regia microwave digestion of soils (Nieuwenhuize et al., l99l), by measuring total As in

solution by flame atomic absorption spectrometry with hydride generation (HG-FAAS)

using the method described by Voth-Beach and Shrader (1985). All analyses were

conducted in duplicate and the means of the data arc presented in Table 3.1.

Statistical analysis of data was conducted where required and the appropriate detail

ofthe analysis is given in each chapter as necessary.

3.2.2 Apparatus

Arsenic analyses were performed with a GBC 90644 (GBC Scientific, Melbourne,

Australia) flame atomic absorption spectrometer (FAAS), fitted with an As hollow-



Table 3.1. Selected characteristics of soils studied.

Oxisol

Vertisol

Alfisol

Oxisol

Oxisol

Oxisol

Oxisol

Alfisol

Oxisol

Alfisol

Soil

Group

J

I

H

G

F

E

D

C

B

A s.56 3.3

Site

5.63

6.90

4.97

5.85

6.34

s.15

5.97

6.01

6.27

pH

1:5uro

11.0

21.0

5.0

t2.o

9.7

8.5

8.2

3.2

22.0

CEC

(cmol kg1)

J 1

3.3

2.6

5.6

3.4

4.8

4.5

1.6

3.4

r.2

TC

(g kgt)

Particle Size

(g kg-t)

Clay silr Sand

420

260

230

380

310

180

320

70

240

60

280

170

90

90

290

2to

2to

40

140

60

2r0

480

520

470

260

320

420

870

550

830

133

2t8

6.5

8 1

r27

1 I
r54

1 2

292

10

Fe

Oxalate

Extractable Fe and Al
(mmolkgl)

0.23

0.21

0.02

0.92

0.39

0.08

0.48

0.06

0.24

0.39

AI Fe AT

2863

889

23

2t32

2547

2158

2743

86

1835

99

Citrate-dithionite

605

182

6.8

820

869

750

9t6

52

277

50

0.01

0.03

<0.01

0.05

0.01

0.06

0.02

<0.01

0.14

<0.01

Mn

1.53

t.29

0.28

0.76

4.18

t.2t

r.94

o.67

0.59

0.60

Native As

(*g kgt)

s
9r
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cathode lamp as the radiation source. A deuterium background corrector was also used in

the determination of As. Generally, the standard conditions given by the manufacturer

were followed.

Analyses of solutions with As concentrations > 0.026 mmol L-l used nitrous oxide,

at a wavelength of 193J nm and the absorbance reading was the mean of three replicates

analysed over 6 s. Flow rates for nitrous oxide were as outlined in Table 3.2. The

matrices of standards and test solutions were matched in terms of sodium nitrate (NaNO3)

concentration.

Analyses of solutions with As concentrations < 0.026 mmol L-l used the hydride

generation technique. The vapour generation accessory (VGA 76) was supplied by Varian

Australia Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia.

Table 3.2. Equipment and flow rate settings for atomic absorption spectrometer.

Nitrous Oxide Hydride Generation

Lamp Current (amps)

Slir Width (nm)
Slit Height
Absorbance
Burner Angle (degrees)

8.0
1.0

normal
on
2.0

8.0
1.0

normal
on
nil

nil
2.2
rt.7

Flow Rate (L min'l)
Nzo
Acetylene
Air

11.0
5.0
nil

The preparation of sample solutions was as outlined by Voth-Beach and Shrader

(1935). Pre-reduction of sample for hydride generation was achieved using 10 mL of

sample, consisting of 5 mL of As solution, 2 mI- of urea (H2NCONH2) solution (100 g

L-\, z mL of potassium iodide (KI) solution (500 g L 1) and 1 mL of 12 mol L-l

hydrochloric (HCl) acid. Samples were left to react for 40 to 60 min before analysis.
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Gaseous As hydride generation was obtained by the continuous pumping of 7.O mI-

min-l of sample solution, 1.0 mL min-l 6 mol L I HCI and 1.0 mL min-l mixture of

sodium borohydride (NaBH¿) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) reagent (6'0 and 5'0 g L-1,

respectively), through a reaction coil and into a gas-liquid separator. A nitrogen (N2)

carrier gas was used to strip the As-hydride from the liquid and transport it to a heated

q¡artz cell. The quartz cell was heated using a reducing air-acetylene flame centred in the

optical beam path of the spectrometer. The As atomised in the heated cell was measured

at a wavelength of 193.7 nm. The absorbance peak area integrated over 40 s was used as

the analytical signal, with a 20 s delay rinse period between samples. Samples were

analysed at a rate of 53 h-l using a GBC FS3000 autosampler (GBC Scientific,

Melbourne, Australia).

3.2.3 Reagents

Standard stock solutions (1000 mg L-t) of Asv and Asr were prepared by dissolving

2.08 g of sodium salt heptahydrate (NazHAsO ¿,.7HzO) or 0.86 g of sodium-m-arsenite

(NaAsOz) and diluting to 500 mL with deionised water. All other working standards were

prepared from these stock solutions by serial dilution with either deionised water or a

solution of the background electrolyte being studied. Fresh standards and solutions \ryere

prepared for each experiment from the standard stock solutions (Asv and AsilI) and

internal standards of the stock solution prepared for analysis to confirm that degradation

of the standard stock solutions had not occurred. The standard stock solutions (1000 mg

L-l Asv and AsIII) were periodically replaced as described above. Sodium hydroxide (10 g

¡*r¡, KI (500 g L-r), and,H2NCONH2 (100 g L-1) were prepared with deionised water.

Sodium borohydride was prepared by dissolving t.2 g in 100 mL of NaOH (10 g L-1) and

diluting the solution to 200 mL with deionised water, resulting in 0.6 g L-r of NaBH¿ in

the final solution.
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Sodium nitrate solutions (0.003 to 0.3 M) were prepared by weighingO.255 to 25.5

g of NaNO3 into volumetric flasks and diluting to 1000 mL with deionised water.

Precautions were taken during As studies and analyses of soil solutions to minimise

contamination. Before use, all plastic and glassware were washed with deionised water,

soaked overnight in 5 mol Lt HCI solution, rinsed again with deionised water and dried.

Arsenic was not detected in the blank solutions analysed prior to and during the analyses

of all sample solutions, confirming no As contamination of equipment.
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CHAPTER 4

Sorption of arsenate and arsenite by some Australian soils

4.L Introduction

The availability, and physiological and toxicological effects of As depend on its

chemical form. Arsenate and arsenite are the primary forms of inorganic As in soils and

natural waters. Of these forms, AsIII is the most toxic (NRCC, 1978; 'WHO, 1981),

soluble and mobile (Deuel and Swoboda, 1972) species found in the environment. The

concentrations of these species in soil solution depend on a number of soil parameters,

including redox potential (Eh) (Masscheleyn et al., l99l), pH (Frost and Griffin, t977;

Pierce and Moore, 1980), iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al) hydroxides (Wauchope,1975;

Pierce and Moore, 1980; Livesey and Huang, 1981), and clay content (Johnson and

Hiltbold, 1969; Frost and Griffin, 1977).

The effect of pH on As sorption has been studied using both pure soil constituents,

such as amorphous Al and Fe hydroxides (Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce and Moore,

1980), clay minerals (Frost and Griffin, 19'77; Goldberg and Glaubig, 1988; Xu et al.,

1988), organic acids (Thanabalasingam and Pickering, 1986), and soils (Manful et al.,

1989; Manning and Goldberg, I997b). However, most of these investigations have been

carried out at As concentrations 10 to 100 times greater than found naturally in soil

solution. Nevertheless, the investigations show that As sorption is largely dependent on

solution pH and the type of mineral surface. The effect of pH on sorption of As,

however, varies with the nature of the species. For instance, Asv sorption generally

decreased with increasing pH (Anderson et al., 1916 Goldberg and Glaubig, 1988;

Manful et al., 1989). Similarly, Fe oxides have been shown to be important for Asm
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sorption (Pierce and Moore, 1980; Bowell, 1994; Sun and Doner, 1996; Manning and

Goldberg, IggTb). The effect of pH on Asm sorption has been reported to be dependent

on the mineral surface being studied. Manning and Goldberg (I997a) reported that AsItr

sorption showed pH-dependence on phyllosilicate and amorphous Al surfaces. However,

in a later study, Manning and Goldb erg (1997b) observed that the concentration of Asn

sorbed by a goethite surface (45 m2 g-t; was little changed when the pH was increased

between pH 4 to 11.

A number of studies have focused on As sorption by Fe oxides due to its high

affinity for Asv. These studies indicate that the HzAsO¿2- anion forms inner-sphere Fe-

Asv surface complexes (Waychunas et a1.,1993; Sun and Doner, 1996; Fendorf et al.,

lggl). Few studies have examined the sorption mechanisms of Asltr, but recent work by

Sun and Doner (1996) using Transmission-Fourier Transform Infrared (T-FIIR)

spectroscopy has reported that Asm also forms a similar inner-sphere Fe-As complex

when sorbed by goethite surfaces.

The sorption of As in soils has been relatively well studied (Wauchope, 1975;

Livesey and Huang, 1981; Goldberg and Glaubig, 1988; Manning and Goldberg,

lgg'lb). The sorption of both Asv and Asm have been correlated with Fe oxides. Other

soil components have also been shown to play an important role in the sorption of Asm in

particular. For example, Manning and Goldberg (1997b) reported that amorphous Al

hydroxide and phyllosilicate mineral surfaces played an important role in the sorption of

AsItr by two of the soils (Typic Haploxeralf and Typic Torriorthent) studied. However, in

another soil (Mollic Haploxeralf;, the presence of Fe oxides appeared to be important in

the sorption of AsIII.

Although there are many papers publishe<l on the chemistry of As in soils, therc is

still a dearth of information on As at concentrations that are commonly found in soil
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solutions, such as found under polluted surface horizons. Under such conditions and in

soils with high affinity for As, the rate and extent of sorption may be different from those

observed in polluted soils. Therefore, the objectives of this study were to investigate the

effect of solution pH and ionic strength on Asv and Asm sorption in a wide range of well

characterised soils with variable charge.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Soils

Ten uncontaminated surface (0 to 150 mm) soils were studied. The soils were

selected on the basis of their physical and chemical properties (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1, p

4s).

4.2.2 Soilanalyses

Analytical procedures used for soil analyses and As determination were outlined in

Section 3.2.2 (pp 44 to 47).

Concentrations of total As in solution were determined using the method of Voth-

Beach and Shrader (1985). Analysis of the total As present in soil solution does not

allow separation of the different inorganic As species. Selected samples were analysed

for Asn/Asv speciation by using the method of Glaubig and Goldberg (1988). This

method allows for the determination of Asm alone in solution. Briefly, total inorganic As

(Asltr + Asv) were determined, Concentrations of Asm in solutions were determined

using an oxalate buffer. In contrast to the determination of total As, no pre-reduction of

standards or samples was needed prior to Asm analysis. The hydride was generated using

ll.5 g Ll HzCzOql6.0 gLl NazCzO¿ in deionised water and 3.5 g L-l NaBHa/3.O gLr

NaOH in deionised water. Standard concentrations ranging between 10.0 to 75.0 ¡rg Asm
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L-l were used. The Asv concentrations in solutions were calculated by the difference

between total As and AsIII analyses.

4.2.3 Arsenate sorption

Sorption isotherms were obtained by batch studies for all soils. One gram samples

of each of the soils were shaken on an end-over-end shaker for periods ranging between I

and 72 h at 2O*2"C in separate polyethylene tubes with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L I NaNO:

solution containing varying amounts (0 to 0.66 mmol L 1¡ of Asv (NazHAsO¿.7HzO). Low

As concentrations were deliberately chosen in this study to match Asv concentrations that

are likely to be found in soil solutions. At the end of the shaking period, each soil

suspension was separated by centrifuging at 11 950 g (10 000 rpm) for 10 min and the

supernatant decanted and filtered through 'Whatman 541 filter paper. The As

concentration in the extract was analysed.by FAAS using either nitrous oxide flame or

hydride generation. The amount of Asv sorbed was estimated from the difference between

the amount added and amount remaining in solution.

The sorption of Asv by soils was adequately described by the Freundlich equation

(Eqn. 4.1);

Assorb=k(Asron)" Í+'tl

where Asso.b = amount of As sorbed (mmol kg-t); Asroln = solution concentration (mmol

Lr) and k and n are constants (Naidu et al., 1994). Although the processes and

mechanisms for sorption have been widely considered for both the Langmuir and

Freundlich equations, the equations have been used in this study only as a means of

describing the data.
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4.2.4 Ãrsenite sorption

To study the sorption of Asn, a similar method to that described for Asv sorption

was followed. One gram samples of 4 selected soils (Soils C, H, I and J) were

equilibrated on an end-over-end shaker for a 24 h peiod at 2O+2 oC in separate

polyethylene tubes with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L 1 NaNO3 solution containing varying

amounts (0 to 0.26 mmol L 1; of AsItr lNaAsO2). A 24 h shaking period was selected, as

other studies of Asm sorption by soils (Elkhatib et al., 1984; Sakata, 1987) found that

Asm solption equilibrium was achieved in less than 24 h. At the end of the 24 h shaking

period, samples were centrifuged, filtered and analysed as described above for Asv'

Experimental data were adequately described by the Freundlich equation (Eqn. 4.1).

4,2.5 Bffect of pH and ionic strength on sorption of Asv and AsrII

The effect of pH on the sorption of As was measured at constant additions of Asv

(0.26 mmol L-r for Soil C, 0.20 mmol Lr for Soil H, 0.33 mmol L I for Soil I and 0.66

mmol Lr for Soil J) and AsItr (0.26 mmol L-l for all soils) species using various

concentrations (0.003 to 0.3 mol L-1) of NaNO¡ as the background solution at a

soil:solution ratio of l:20 and a pH range 2.0 to 8.5. The background solutions were

adjusted with either dilute nitric acid (0.001 to 0.01 mol L-r HNO3) or sodium hydroxide

(0.001 to 0.01 mol Lr NaOH) to obtain the pH range 2.O to 8.5 [determined from

preliminary titration of each soil, at varying ionic strengths (0.003 to 0.3 mol L-1)1. Soil

samples (1 g) were equilibrated with the pH adjusted background electrolyte solutions in

separate polythene tubes for t h and centrifuged at 11 950 g (10 000 rpm) to separate soil

and solution, and the supernatant was carefully decanted off. To the pH-adjusted soils, 20

mL of background solution of known ionic strength were added. The solution contained

varying amounts of Asv (0 to 0.66 mmol Lr, depending on soil type) and AsIII (0 to 0.26

mmol L r). Soil suspensions were equilibrated on an end-over-end shaker for 24 h at
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20+2"C. At the end of the equilibration period, the concentration of As in the supernatant

solution was determined as described above for sorption isotherms. The amount of As

sorbed was estimated from the difference between the amount added and the amount

remaining in solution.

All measurements were duplicated and the mean values with standard errors are

presented in this study.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Soil properties

The physical and chemical properties, including those associated with As sorption,

varied widely for the ten soils investigated: pH 5.0 to 6.9,6 to 42 gkg-l clay, and citrate-

dithionite extractable Fe and Al ranging from 23 to 2800 mmol kg-r and 7 to 916 mmol

kg-l respectively (Table 3.1, Section3.2.l,p 45). The total background concentration of

As in all soils was low, ranging from 0.3 to 4.2 mg As kg-r in Soils H and F, respectively.

X-ray diffraction examination of the clay fraction (< 1.4 pm) reveals the presence of

dominant amounts of kaolin, goethite and trace amounts of interstratified minerals. The

presence of goethite is further confirmed by data for citrate-dithionite extractions that

reflects appreciable amounts of free Fe oxide minerals present in these soils.

4,3.2 !¡ssorption

4.3.2.1 Effict of tíme and concentratíon

The sorption of Asv by Soil J is shown in Fig. 4.I, and it typifies the other soils

studied. It is evident from Fig. 4.1 that the removal of Asv is rapid and the soil attains

apparent equilibrium in t h for all the initial Asv concentrations studied. Although the

sorption of Asv was rapid, sorption of Asv was monitored for 72 h but is not shown in
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Fig. 4.1. Similar rapid rates of sorption with soils have been described by other authors

for Asv (Livesey and Huang, 1981) and AsItr (Pierce and Moore, 1980; Elkhatib et al.,

1984).

tr o.o3 mmol u1 Asv
o 0.06 mmol L'1 Asv
I 0.33 mmol Lr Asv
a 0.66 mmol U1 Asv
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Fig. 4.1. Effect of increasing Asv concentration on Asv sorption by Soil J with 0.03

mol L-1 NaNOs as the background electrolyte.

4.3.2.2 Sorptíon of Asv

The amount of Asv sorbed varied widely among the soils. In general, Soils A, C

and H, containing low amounts of oxidic minerals (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1, p 45),

sorbed approximately ll25 of the Asv sorbed by soils with high amounts (Table 3.1,

Section 3.2.1, p 45) of these minerals (Fig. 4.2).

The sorption capacity of the soils is reflected in their distribution coefficients (IÇ),

where IÇ has been determined using the Freundlich isotherm. As expected, soils showed

a range of values (Table 4.2), from !.2 to 62.0 L kg-r, with the low I(¿ values typifying

soils having low Asv sorption and high K¿ values the reverse. For instance, the amount of

Asv sorbed at an equilibrium solution concentration of 0.03 mmol L-l ranged from 0.46

mmol kg-r in Soil C to 12.6 mmol kg-r in Soil J.
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Simple linear regression of IÇ against measured soil variables indicated a strongly

significant relationship (R2 = 0.80-**¡ bet*""n the IÇ and the crystalline Fe oxide content

Table 4.2. Distribution coeffÎcients (K¿) of soils studied.

62.0J32.OE

23.0I46.0D

1.7H3.5C

49.0G26.OB

Soil &
(L ke-l)

Soil Ka

(L kg-t)

A 3.0 F 34.0

of the soil. In this study, the crystalline Fe oxide content of the soils has been determined

as the difference between Fe oxide extractable by citrate-dithionite and oxalate

treatments. Although 8O7o of the variation of Asv sorption may be attributed to changes

in crystalline Fe content of soils, crystalline Fe oxide content of the soils per s¿ does not

account for the variability in Asv sorption among all the soils examined. This is also

evident from step-down multilinear regression analysis by GENSTAT (1997) which

shows that crystalline free iron oxide and 6 other soil variables account fot 98Vo of the

variability in Asv sorption by the soils. A larger data set of soils may improve statistical

prediction of the relationship between IÇ and soil variables, and further work is being

conducted in this area. However, the role of Fe oxides in Asv sorption is consistent with

previous soil studies (Fordham and Norrish, 1983; Elkhatib et al., 1984; Sakata, 1987;

Manning and Goldbcrg, 1997b) and the variations in Fe oxide content probably account

for most of the differences between the soils in Asv sorption.
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Arsenate is the predominant inorganic As species present in the soil under oxidising

conditions (Sadiq et al., 1983; Masschelyn et al., I99l; Chappell et al., 1995;

Gustafsson and Jacks, 1995). The concentration of As in solution, and therefore its

bioavailability, is controlled by sorption reactions (Roy et al., 1986; Goldberg and

Glaubig, 19SS). The soils used in this study contain large amounts of extractable Fe and

Al and the IQ values for these soils are relatively large, indicating that a large proportion

of the added Asv is rapidly sorbed by the soils and is not mobile. However, soils with

low Fe and Al minerals have correspondingly low IQ values (< 5), indicating that alarge

amount of the added Asv remains in solution and is therefore more mobile and potentially

more bioavailable. Analyses of samples collected from contaminated cattle dip sites,

where the soil properties are similar to those investigated in this study, indicates that As

has leached to considerable depths in soils with poor retentive capacities (Naidu et al.,

1995a).

4,3.2.3 Sorption of AsIII

The four soils selected to study the sorption of AsIII had similar sorption isotherms

for Asm as for Asv lFig. 4.2). There were however, considerable differences in the

amounts of Asm sorbed between soils, and substantially more Asv than Asm was sorbed

by Soils C, I and J.

The greater Asv sorption relative to Asm by all the soils may be attributed to both

the nature of the minerals in these soils and the species of Asv and Asil present in

solution (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1, p 45). These two factors play a major role in

controlling As sorption and will be discussed later. However, it is important to note at

this stage that in the equilibriam (24 h) solution, the negatively charged HzAsO¿- and

HAsO¿2- (Asu) and neutral H¡AsO¡ (Artt) species dominate soil solutions at pH 5 to7.
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The development of surface charge on variable charge materials such as sesquioxides is

pH-dependent and anion sorption is favoured with decreasing soil pH. Therefore the

greater sorption of Asv in relation to Asm may be explained by greater electrostatic

interactions between the soil surface and the dominant Asv and AsItr species present in

solution.

ff electrostatic interaction between the soil surface and As species in solution were

the only sorption mechanism, little AsItr would be sorbed by the soils due to the

predominance of neutral Asm species in solution. This may be the situation with Soil H

which sorbed small amounts of both Asv and Rsm lnlg. +.2;. Specific sorption may be

the major solption mechanism for Asm by some soils (Pierce and Moore, 1980; Xu et al.,

l99l; Sun and Doner, 1996). Pierce and Moore (1930) investigated the sorption of Asm

on amorphous Fe hydroxide over a pH range 4 to 10, and suggested that specific as well

as electrostatic interactions were important for Asn sorption on Fe hydroxide. Similar

suggestions have also been proposed by Sun and Doner (1996). They used Fourier

Transform Infrared (F[IR') spectroscopic techniques to study AsItr sorption on goethite

and found direct evidence for specific sorption.

It is also possible that AsItr may be oxidised to Asv. Manning and Goldberg (1996)

found that Asm was rapidly oxidised to Asv in some soils. Oxidation could involve FeItr

or manganese (MnN) minerals. Oscarson et al. (1981) found that a redox reaction

between Asm and Fer was not observed within three days, while a synthetic, poorly

crystalline Mn oxide (birnessite) was found to be very effective at oxidising A.tn. The

rate of the oxidation of Asn by synthetic birnessite is rapid; Scott and Morgan (1995)

found that 50Vo of the initial 100 mmol Lr was depleted in 10 min and 99Vo in 90 min.

Several soils in the present study contained Mn oxidcs (Table 3.1, Section3.2.l, p 45)

and the possibility of oxidation of Asr to Asv exists. Recovery tests were conducted
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using Soil J. Soil J was spiked with Asm (0.26 mmol L-1) and analysed after 24 h as

described by Glaubig and Goldberg (1988). No difference was observed between the

total amount of As present in solution or the amount of Asm species present, indicating

that AsIII oxidation to Asv had probably not occurred during the equilibration period.

4.3.2.4 Effect olpH on Asv and AsIII sorption

Figure 4.3 shows a decline in the sorption of Asv with increasing pH by the four

soils studied. A general decline in the amount of Asv sorbed with increasing pH has been

noted in other studies (Frost and Griffin,1977; Manful et al., 1989; Manning and

Goldberg, 1996) although the decline in Asv sorption with increasing pH was not as

evident in this study by some soils. Manful et al. (1989) have reported that the decrease

in sorption with an increase in pH is less pronounced at low equilibrium concentrations of

Asv, indicating that there may be preferential sorption of Asv by some surface sites.

Increasing Asv concentration in solution may saturate all available sorption sites and the

effect of pH is more pronounced.

As stated previously, there are two interacting factors occurring at the soil-solution

interface. Firstly, there is the pH-pKu dependence of Asv (PKut = 2.20, pKu2 = 6.97 , pKut

= 11.53). For Asv, increasing the pH increases deprotonation of the neutral H¡AsO¿

species up to pH 5. Each unit increase in pH leads to a 10 fold increase in the ratio of

HzAsO¿- to H¡AsO+. Higher pH also increases the negative potential in the plane of

sorption (Barrow et a1., 1980; Naidu et al., 1990) and as a consequence of these two

interacting factors, there is a decrease in Asv sorption as pH increases.

In contrast, increasing pH leads to an increase in the proportion of AsIII sorbed by

Soils H and J (Fig. 4.4). Soil J sorbed considerably more Asr than Soil H throughout the

pH range studied. Sorption by the Soil J ranged from approximately 0.80 of added Asm at
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low pH, to approximately 0.95 of added Asm at pH 6 to 7. In comparison, Soil H sorbed

approximately 0.05 of added AsIII at low pH, and increased rapidly to 0.25 atp}J7.

The sorption of Asm has been reported to be highly pH dependent, with maximum

sorption of Asm by clay and Fe oxide surfaces occurring at pH 7 to 8 (Pierce and Moore,

1980; Singh et al., 1988; Xu et al.,l99l). Pierce and Moore (1930) reported that Asm

sorption on amorphous Fe hydroxide increased and passed through maximum sorption at

pH 7 and then declined. In contrast, Frost and Griffin (lg7l),reported that AsIII sorption

by kaolinite increased steadily from pH 4 to g. In this study, increasing pH increased Asm

sorption by Soil J, but had little effect at pH < 6.0 and rapidly increased sorption at pH >

6.0 by Soil H. Further investigation of AsItr sorption is needed to clarify the sorption

mechanism of Asm. However, precipitation of AsItr may be inferred where there is a rapid

increase in Asr sorbed, or dissociation of H¡AsO¡ to HzAsO:- which enhances sorption.

Speciation of solution components by MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 1990) predicted that

Asn would be present in solution as the uncharged species up to pH 7.5. Increasing soil

pH may also solubilise organic matter in the soil. It was found that the pre-treatment of

Soil H with NaOH increased the amount of dissolved organic carbon in solution by a

factor of 24. Organic acids, such as fulvic acids (FA), may compete for the same binding

sites as Asm (Thanabalasingam and Pickering, 1986; Xu et al., 1991) and removal of

these acids may increase the number of sorption sites available.

4.3.2,5 Effect of ionic strength on Asv und AsIII sorption

The effects of ionic strength on Asv sorption by Soils H and J are shown in Fig.

4.5. In both soils, sorption of Asv was greatly affected by the background electrolyte

concentration; increasing ionic strength increased Asv sorption above and decreased it

below pH 3. Similar results have been reported for phosphate (Barrow et al., 1980;

Bolan et al., 1986), which is not surprising, given that the behaviour of Asv and
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phosphate are considered analogous in the soil environment. The effect of ionic strength

and pH on As sorption may be attributed to changes in the surface chemical properties of

the soil particles.

It has been observed that increasing the ionic strength increases the net negative

charge by decreasing the positive charge below the point of zero charge (PZC) and by

increasing the negative charge above thePZC (Bolan et al., 1986; Naidu et al., 1994). If

only simple coulombic forces are involved in anion sorption then increasing ionic

strength should decrease the sorption above the PZC and increase the sorption below the

PZC (Naidu et al,1994). However, a number of studies (e.g. Barow et al., 1980; Bolan

et al., 1936) have shown that increasing ionic strength always increases sorption of

phosphate above, and decreases sorption below the PZC. Barrow et al. (1980) have

suggested that if increasing ionic strength increases anion sorption then the potential in

the plane of sorption must be positive. Therefore, the increase in Asv sorption with

increasing ionic strength may be related to a decrease in the negative surface potential in

the plane of sorption (i.e. the surface becomes more positive)'

At pH values less than PZC, increasing ionic strength increases the negative

potential in the plane of sorption and hence decreases the affinity of Asv for the soil

surface. It follows that there is a pH at which there is no effect of the background salt on

Asv sorption. This pH is defined as the point of zero salt effect (PZSE). For the

concentration of Asv used in Fig. 4.5, this was a pH of approximately 3.5 and 3.0 for

Soils H and J, respectively.

The effect of ionic strength on the sorption of Asru lFig. 4.6) was much smaller

than its effect on sorption of Asv (Fig. 4.6), indicating that the sorption mechanisms for

Asv ancl Asm may be different. A strong dependence on ionic strength is typically shown
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by ions forming outer sphere complexes involving electrostatic mechanisms, while an

independence from the effects is shown by inner sphere complexes (Stumm, 1992).

Studies in which the sorption of Asm on different surfaces was investigated provide

indirect evidence that specific sorption is the major sorption mechanism for AsIII. Xu et

al. (1991) reported that fulvic acid (FA) decreased Asv sorption on alumina surfaces as

FA concentration in solution increased. In contrast, they reported that AsItr sorption by

alumina was only slightly lower when a FA concentration of 10 mg Ll was added to the

solution, and further increase in FA concentration did not greatly change Asm sorption.

Further evidence for the formation of inner sphere complexes is provided by Pierce and

Moore (1980) who studied the sorption of Asm by amorphous Fe hydroxide. They

reported that the sorption of Asm by Fe hydroxide surfaces produced a shift in the zero

points of charge of the solids, providing evidence for specific sorption of Asltr. More

recently, Sun and Doner (1996) used FTIR spectroscopy to show that Asm was

specifically sorbed on goethite surfaces.

4.4 Conclusions

Arsenate and Asm are considered the two most important As species in soil

environments. Sorption processes are considered to control the concentration of both As

species in soil solution. This study has shown that the sorption of Asv and AsIn differs

among soils and may be related to the oxide content of the soils.

The sorption of Asv on soil is generally higher than Asr, and pH and ionic

strength are important soil properties which influence Asv and Asn sorption differently.

At low concentrations, pH has little effect on the amount of Asv sorbed but is important

for Asm sorption. Conversely, ionic strength plays an important role in the sorption of

Asv but is less important for Asm sorption in the soils studied. Both pH and ionic
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strength of the soil solution may also be influenced by the composition of the soil

solution, with a subsequent coresponding effect on the sorption of As by soils.
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CHAPTER 5

Effect of phosphate and different index cations on arsenate and

arsenite sorption

5.L Introduction

Chapter 4 demonstrated that the sorption of As in soils is controlled by several key

soil components. These components included, iron (Fe) oxides, [H*] and ionic strength

of the soil solution in the pH range 2 to 8. The amount of As sorbed from solution by the

soil colloidal surfaces depends on the number of soil sorption sites. Competition for

sorption sites between As and other anions can appreciably affect the amounts of As

sorbed. For instance, the presence of specifically sorbing ligand ions such as phosphate

(P) has been reported to suppress the sorption of As, while indifferent electrolyte ions

such as chloride (Cl-), nitrate (NO¡ ) and sulphate (S) have little effect on As sorption

(Livesey and Huang, 1981). Roy et al. (1936) reported that P and molybdate (Mo)

suppressed the sorption of Asv on a Cecil clay (Typic Hapludult), with P being more

effective than Mo. A similar competitive effect between P and Asv, and Mo and Asv has

been reported by Manning and Goldberg (1996) on pure mineral surfaces. Barow

(1974), however, showed that competition for sites is reversed at high As and low P

concentrations. This indicates that irrespective of the nature of ligand ions, the mass

action effect may dictate the extent of sorption of solutes.

Although there have been numerous studies on the effects of pH and ion

competition, limited information is available on the effects of anion competition and
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index cations (e.g. Na* and Ca2*¡ on sorption behaviour of Asv and Asm in soil systems

at realistic As concentrations. Such a study is important given the widely different

solution compositions of non-contaminated and contaminated sites represented in

different soil types. The soil solution composition of Australian soils may vary from Na

dominance to Ca dominance (Naidu et al., 1995b) and with the concentrations of different

anions, such as P. Moreover, many As contaminated cattle tick dip sites have soils that

are high in P and this may have implications for As bioavailability. For this reason, the

sorption of Asv and Asm was investigated in a wide range of soils to quantify the relative

effect of selected cations and anions in the sorption processes that regulate As in soil

solution.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Soils

Four non-contaminated surface soil samples (0 to 150 mm) were used in this study

(Soils C, H, I and J). The soils studied were selected on the basis of their physical and

chemical properties (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1, p 45).

5.2.2 Competitive sorption isotherms

5.2.2.1 Effect of phosphate (P) on Asv sorptíon

Batch sorption studies were used to determine Asv sorption. One gram samples of

each of the soils were shaken on an end-over-end shaker for 24 h at 2O+2C in separate

polyethylene tubes, with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L-t NatIO3 solution containing varying

amounts (0 to 0.66 mmol L 1; of Asv, added as NazHAsO¿,.JHzO, and P (0 or 0.16 mmol

L r¡ added as KH2POa. Preliminary kinetic studies showed that a 24 h contact time was

sufficient for soil and solution equilibrium (Smith et al., 1998b). At the end of the
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shaking period, samples were centrifuged at 11 950 g (10 000 rpm) for 10 min and the

supernatant decanted and filtered through Whatman 541 filter paper. The As

concentration in the extract was analysed using HG-FAAS and the amount of Asv sorbed

was calculated from the difference between the amount added and amount remaining in

solution. The concentration of P added to solution was the average concentration of

solution P in soils from contaminated cattle dip sites.

In a separate study, varying amounts (0 to 6.45 mmol Lt¡ of P and Asv 10.66 mmol

L1), prepared in a background solution (0.03 mmol L t NaNO3), were added to 1 g of soil

(Soil J). Samples were shaken on an end-over-end shaker for 24 h at 2O+2C, centrifuged

as described above. Arsenate in solution was determined as described above and P in

solution was determined by ICP-AAS.

5.2.2.2 Effect of P on AsIII sorption

A method similar to that outlined above was used to establish the influence of P on

the sorption of Asm. One gram samples of each of the soils were shaken on an end-over-

end shaker for 24h at2O+2C in separate polyethylene tubes, with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L-l

NaNO¡ solution containing varying amounts (0 to 0.26 mmol L t¡ of Asm added as

NaAsOz. The concentration of P added to the Asm solution was the same as for Asv 10 or

0.16 mmol P Lt). At the end of the equilibration period, the samples were centrifuged,

filtered and analysed for AsIII and P as described above for Asv.

5.2.2.3 Effect of índex catíons

The effect of index cations on Asv and AsItr sorption was investigated as described

above, using either sodium (0.03 mol L-r NaNOg) or calcium (0.01 mol L I Ca(NO¡)z)

nitrate as the background electrolyte. Comparative anion competition studies using P in

either 0.03 mol Ll NaNO¡ or 0.01 mol L I Ca(NO¡)z background solutions were also
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conducted. Following equilibration, soil suspensions were collected and elemental

analysis of suspensions were conducted by ICP-AAS. Arsenic in the supernatant was

analysed using hydride generation with FAAS.

All the results of the sorption studies are presented as the means of duplicates and

error bars on diagrams represent the standard errors of the means.

5.2.3 Surface charge characteristics

During the sorption study it was found that whenever Ca was used as the index

cation, the amount of Asv sorbed was much more than that recorded in the presence of

Na. To investigate further the effect of Ca, the soil surface charge was determined by

measuring the Na and Cl retained by the soil samples, using an ion sorption method

similar to that described by Naidu et al. (1990). Soil samples (2 g) were equilibrated

with 20 mL of I mol L-r NaCl on an end-over-end shaker for I h. Following the initial

equilibration, the samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 2 981 g (5 000 rpm) and the

supernatant decanted. The sample residues were equilibrated with 30 mL of deionised

H2O for 10 mins on an end-over-end shaker to decrease the concentration of entrained

solution and then centrifuged at 11 950 g (10 000 rpm) for 5 mins and the supernatant

discarded. The soils were then saturated with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L-l NaCl and

equilibrated on an end-over-end shaker for 30 min. The samples were centrifuged fot 20

min and supernatant discarded. Soils were resaturated with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L-l NaCl

and equilibrated on an end-over-end shaker for 30 min. The samples were centrifuged for

20 min and supernatant discarded. This saturation step was repeated once more, however,

after the third shaking, the supernatant was filtered and saved for later analysis.

Preliminary studies showed that 3 saturations with 0.03 mol Lr NaCl were sufficient to

ensure the concentration of the background electrolyte was similar to that of the entrained

solution. The tubes were then weighed and the sorbed Na and Cl were extracted by
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shaking for 30 min with five 20 mL lots of 0.5 mol L-l NH¿NO¡ solution. Sodium in the

solution was measured using ICP-AAS, and Cl was measured using UV-Visible

spectrophotometry at46O nm (Florence and Farrer, l97l).

5.2.4 Surface area

The surface atea of the soils was determined by single-point Brunauer-Emmett-

Teller (BET) N2 sorption with a Quantachrome Quantasorb surface area analyser

(Brunauer et al., 1933). Two standard clays, Fullers earth (montmorillonite) and Kent

clay (kaolinite), were used as reference materials. The surface areas of the reference

materials were determined as 97 and 4l m2 g-1, compared to the actual surface areas of

100 and 40 fl] g-1, respectively. Surface area of the soils studied is shown in Table 5.1'

Table 5.1. Surface area of selected soils.

Soil Surface Area (m'g't)

<1

2

27

63

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Asv sorption in the presence of P

Addition of P to the background solution decreased Asv sorption in all soils

although the extent of suppression varied with the soil type (Fig. 5.1). For instance, the

effect was more pronounced in the low As sorbing soils (Soils C and H) compared to the

high As sorbing soils (Soils I and J). When the sorption data were fitted to sorption

C

H

I

J
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equations, the best fit was obtained with the Freundlich equation, which gave the highest

values of coefficient of determination (R2 values).

It has been observed that Asv and P sorption are higher in soils dominated by Fe

oxides (Livesey and Huang, 1981; Darland and Innskeep,1997). This is also consistent

with the more recent studies by Manning and Goldberg (I991b) and Smith et al. (1998b),

who found a marked relationship between partition coefficient, K¿, and the citrate-

dithionite extractable Fe oxides in the soils studied. Using solid phase speciation studies,

Mclaren et al. (1998) also showed that the bulk in the As variation in contaminated soils

could be accounted for by the oxalate extractable Fe oxide fraction. A similar effect of P

on sorption of Asv on soil and pure mineral surfaces was reported by numerous

investigators (Livesey and Huang, 1981; Roy et al., 1986; Goldberg, 1986; Melamed et

al., 1995; Manning and Goldberg, 1996). For example, Livesey and Huang (1981)

reported that P (10-a to 10-2 mol Ll POo3-) significantly suppressed the sorption of As,

while the addition of Cl-, NO¡-, and SO¿2- (10-a to 10-2 mol Lt; had little significant effect

on As sorption. Other researchers, such as Roy et al., (1986) and Manning and Goldberg

(1996), have reported similar findings with layer silicate minerals and oxide minerals.

Manning and Goldberg (1996) reported that, when Asv and P were present in equimolar

concentrations (6.7 x 10-7 mol L 1), the presence of P in solution only slightly decreased

Asv sorption on kaolinite and illite. Increasing the P concentration in solution 1O-fold to

6.7 x 10-6 mol L-1, decreased Asv sorption on kaolinite and illite by 67 and 827o,

respectively. Increasing the P concentration probably resulted in increased competition

for available sorption sites and the displacement of Asv (Manning and Goldbetg, 1996).

Other studies have reported that the decrease in the amount of Asv sorbed was dependent

on the concentration of P added (Roy et al., 1986).
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Although numerous investigators have reported the variable effect of P on As

sorption in soils, there is no report in the literature explaining the wide variation on the

effect of P on As sorption. As with the observations reported in the literature, the present

data confirms that in some soils the effect of P may be more apparent than that observed

in other soils. Closer inspection of these soils, together with the published literature,

reveals that variable effect of P may be attributed to the sorption capacity of soils. In soils

with low sorption capacity the competitive effect of P was more evident than in soils with

high As sorption capacity. This suggests that the competitive effect is possibly apparent

when the number of sorption sites are low. Conversely in high As sorbing soils, and at

low solution As concentration, such a competitive effect may be minimised due to the

availability of sorption sit", ?o, both As and P. It might therefore be argued that if

binding energy is the major factor controlling the effect of ligand ions, such as P and Asv,

then inespective of the number of available soqption sites, P sorbed will always be greater

than Asv due to its higher binding coefficient (if the mass action effect does not prevail).

This is not observed with all soils as at low solution concentrations, when the sites are

under saturated with Asv and P, both species are equally sorbed. However, at increasing

P solution concentrations the strongly binding P competes effectively for the limited sites

available for sorption. This is also evident from the present study which reveals that the

effect of P is particularly pronounced at high concentrations of Asv. At low

concentrations of Asv in solution, there is little effect of P on Asv sorption by high

sorbing soils, I and J. This suggests that the amount of Asv and P were not sufficient to

saturate all the available sorption sites. Under these conditions, both ions are strongly

retained by the soil colloidal particles.

Let us clefine the number of sites available for binding by x. Assuming x equals

sorption maxima, where the sorption maxima has been calculated by extrapolating a
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straight-line through the last three data points for the 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ treatment, then

the sorption density (R) is given by Eqn. 5.1:

= x umol g-l ts.llP.

S.A (m2 g-t; where S.A = surface area

Using this equation, experimentally determined sorption densities and the As

partition coefficients (Kd) for NaNO3 treatments are presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Effect of P on Asv sorbed by selected soils.

Soil Sorption density

(pmol m-2)

Ka-p &+p AIfu Ratio

(K¿-p/IQ*p)

C

H

0.50

0.92

0.16

0.12

3.5

r.7

23.0

62.0

1.8

0.5

19.0

58.5

t.l
t.2

4.0

3.5

2.O

3.7

L2

1.1

I

J

It is apparent from the sorption density, that the amount of Asv sorbed per unit area

is between 5 and 10 times higher in low sorbing soils (C and H) compared to the high

sorbing soils (I and J). Comparison of the IÇ values further illustrates the marked

competitive effect of P in the low sorbing soils. As shown in Table 5.2, K¿ in the

presence of P (IQ*p) decreases between 50 and TOVo in the low sorbing soils compared to

7 to lTVo in the high sorbing soils. The competitive effect of P is also reflected in the

differences observed in the ratio between I(¿*p and IÇ-p. In high Asv sorbing soils the

ratio between the IQ values for Asv in the presence (IÇ*p) and absence of P (IÇ-p) is close

to 1 indicating that P has little effect on the amount of Asv sorbed. However, in low

sorbing soils, the ratio between the K¿ values is markedly gteatu than 1 indicating that

less Asv is retained in the presence of P. This confirms the hypothesis that the
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competitive effect of P on Asv sorption is dependent on the number of available sorption

sites and the extent of saturation of those sites by the two anions.

To investigate further the effect of P, and whether there is a critical concentration

above which P has no effect on As sorption, solutions containing varying amounts of P

were used to study sorption of As at constant equilibrium solution As concentration. The
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Fig. 5.2. Effect of increasing soil solution P concentration on Asv (0.66 mmot L-1)

sorption by Soil J.

results in Fig. 5.2, show that increasing the solution P concentration from 0 to 6.45 mmol

P L-l in the dual Asv/P sorbate solutions, decreased Asv sorbed on a high affinity soil

(Soil J) from 12.6 to 5.6 mmol kg-r when 0.66 mmol L I of Asv was added. A four-fold

difference between P and Asv concentrations in solution resulted in only a 57Vo decrease

in the amount of Asv retained by the soil (Fig. 5.2). Although Fig. 5.2 shows that the

presence of P decreases the amount of Asv sorbed, there is a concentration above which

continued addition of P results in only a small decline in the amount of Asv sorbed.

Below this concentration it seems that Asv and P are competing for the same sites. The

relatively constant amount of As sorbed above the P concentration suggests preferential

sorption of Asv on sites that are not easily accessible to P. Similar findings have been

*P
tr Asv
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reported by Darland and Innskeep (1991) and Manning and Goldberg (1996). Darland

and Innskeep (1997) reported that even with a solution P concentration that exceeded the

sorption capacity of an aquifer sand column by two-fold, some previously sorbed Asv still

remained sorbed to the sand. These results, and those of other researchers raise questions

about the mechanism(s) of Asv sorption by soils in the presence of P. Being group V

elements, As and P exhibit similar physico-chemical properties and there is evidence that

sorption of Asv and P by Fe and Al oxyhydroxides is through inner-sphere surface

complexes (Fig. 5.3) (Hingston et aL.,l97l; Harrison and Berkheiser, 1982; Lumsdon et

al., 1984; Waychunas et al., 1993; Waychunas et al., 1996; Fendorf et al., 1997).

HrAsO 4

Fe- HrAsOoo's'

OH

Fe

Fe
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\
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-H+

Fig. 5.3. Sorption of Asv by Fe oxides.

If the sorption mechanism for P is similar to that of Asv, direct competition between

the anions for sorption sites in the soil may occur. Phosphate has generally been reported

to decrease Asv sorption when both anions are present in solution (Hingston et al., l97l;

Roy et al., 1986; Manning and Goldberg,1996; Darland and Innskeep,1997).

However, even at the highest P concentration added, some Asv was still retained.

Assuming P and Asv are competing for the same sorption sites, the addition of a greater

concentration of P than Asv should result in a substantial decline in Asv sorbed. This

confirms the presence of sorption sites specific for Asv and P that are common to both.

Similar hypotheses have been postulated by Hingston et al. (l9ll) and Manning and

Goldberg, (1996) after studying the sorption of Asv and P by pure mineral surfaces.
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However, much work needs to done to clarify the mechanisms that allow different ions to

be preferentially sorbed by some sites in the soil and not others.

5.3.2 AsIII sorption in the presence of P

Similar to Asv, the effect of P on AsItr sorption varied greatly with soil type (Fig.

5.4). For instance, in Soil H, the presence of P in solution decreased the amount of Asm

sorbed from 0.38 to 0.1 mmol kg-r at an equilibrium Asm solution concentration of 0.2

mmol Ll. A similar decline in the amount of Asm sorbed in the presence of P is also

observed in Soil J. However, the amount of Asn sorbed by Soil J is much greater than

Soil H for all the treatments. Such a large difference in sorption in the presence of P may

be attributed to the widely different mineralogy of the soils and the mechanism of As[

sorption. Arsenite has been shown to sorb predominantly on oxide surfaces (Anderson et

aI., 1976) which are also the active sorption sites for P (Naidu et al., 1990). Enhanced

sorption of P appears to saturate sorption sites and decrease AsItr sorption and this effect

may be more pronounced in low sorbing soils as recorded for Soil H. Sun and Doner

(1996) studied the sorption of Asm and Asv at pH 5.5 on goethite with Transmission-

Fourier Transfer Infrared and Attenuated Total Reflectance FTIR spectroscopy, and

postulated that sorption was controlled by a mechanism similar to that reported for P.

They suggested that the HzAsO3- ion was the main form of AsItr sorbed by goethite at pH

5.5. This is surprising given that the major species present at pH 5.5 is the neutral

H3AsO3 molecule. MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 1990) speciation studies reveal that >

99Vo of Asm is present as the H:AsO¡ species at pH 5.5, with < l%o as H2AsO3-. An

increase in solution pH has little effect on the distribution of AsItr species except above

pH7.5, where the distribution of HzAsO¡- ions in solution increases abruptly as pK, is

approached (p\ = 9.2). If the HzAsO:- ion is the major species sorbed by soil

components, then the sorption process must be a multi-step mechanism that is dictated by
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the kinetics of both the dissociation of H¡AsO3 and the sorption Asm. The first

component of this process may be the pH-dependent dissociation of the H3AsO3 ion (Eqn.

5.2) where the concentration of As is controlled by the pH and pKu of the dissociation

process.

Step 1 ls.2l
K¿ dictates kinetics of dissociation

Step 2 Soil colloid-As
K=K"xK¿andK¿))K¡

Rapid removal of the HzAsO¡- by the sorption process will pull the equilibrium

towards the release of more sorbing ligand ion as shown above in Eqn. 5.2. Thus the

partition coefficient (IQ) controlling the reaction of As with soil minerals may be the key

factor controlling HzAsO¡- release in soil solution.

If HzAsO¡- is the major species sorbing on soil particles, then the large effect of P

on Asm sorption may be attributed to competition between P and AsIII for similar sorption

sites. MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 1990) speciation shows that greater than 90Vo of P was

present as HzPO¿- at solution pH of this study. The competitive effect of P is apparent

from the As IQ values which decrease in the presence of P (Table 5.2)' Soil J has a

greater Fe oxide content than Soil H and Asm sorption was less affected by the addition of

P. This further supports our hypotheses that the competitive effect of P is dictated to a

large extent by the number of available sorption sites.

5.3.3 Effect of index cation on the sorption of Asv and AsIII in the presence of P

The effect of index cation on the sorption of Asv also varied with soil type (Fig'

5.1). krespective of the nature of the solution composition, the sorption of Asv by soils

was enhanced by presence of Ca2* ions in the solution. This effect of index cation may be

K^

H3AsO3 H2AsO3- f H+

&
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attributed in part to the effect of the divalent cation on the nature of the As species

present, and the pH of the soil suspension (ApH = 0.1 to 0.3 units lower in the presence of

Ca2* than Na*¡. The presence of Ca2* ions may also decrease the activity of As species

through ion-pair formation thus decreasing sorption. However, this is not evident from

MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 1990) speciation of the sorbing solution, which shows that

the presence of Ca2* in solution makes no difference to the formation of ion pairs. The

effect of index cation may also operate through the specific sorption of Ca2*,leading to

increased positive charge. Bowden et al. (1973 and 1977) have explained this through

the effects of different cations on surface charge density. Increasing the valency of the

cation makes the potential in the plane of sorption less negative thereby increasing anion

sorption. The greater effect of cationic charge on surface potential was recently

demonstrated by Bolan et al. (1993) for variable charged soils. These investigators found

that specific sorption of Ca2* increased the surface positive charge and led to enhanced

retention of S.

In the present study, changing the index cation from Na* to Ca2* at a constant ionic

strength, increased the surface positive charge in Soils H and J from 5 to 10 and 32 to 43

mmol kg-t Cf sorbed, respectively. If coulombic interaction was one of the mechanisms

controlling Asn/Asv sorption, then increased surface positive charge will enhance

sorption as recorded above. However, the effect of C** on the amount of Asv sorbed

varied with soil type. In high Asv sorbing soils, the presence of C** had little effect on

the amount of Asv and P sorbed. These results further confirm the hypothesis, that the

effects of competing ions are dependent on the number of available sorption sites.

Clearly competition is evident in low sorbing soils or when the sorption sites are limited

by the high concentration of sorbing ions.

'j
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The presence of C** made little difference to the amount of Asm sorbed in the

presence of P with both soils studied(Fig. 5.4). This suggests that a different sorption

mechanism is important for Asm. As previously discussed, Asu has been shown to be

specifically sorbed by Fe oxide (goethite) surfaces (Sun and Doner, 1996). Therefore, the

presence of Ca2* had less of an effect on Asr than Asv, as the charge present on the soil

surface plays little part on the sorption of AsIII.

5.4 Conclusions

These investigations found that the presence of P in solution decreased the amount

of Asv and Asm sorbed by selected soils, although the effect of P varied depending on the

sorption capacity of the soil. Phosphate competes with both As species for sorption sites

on the soil surface and this is pronounced for soils with limited sorption sites, but where

sorption sites are not limited, both As and P are strongly retained by the soils. However,

increasing P in solution did not result in a corresponding decline in Asv sorbed and

indicates that some oxides surfaces contain preferential sorption sites for Asv and P and

others that are common to both. Similarly, Ca2* increased Asv sorption by all soils

studied, which was manifested through changes in the surface charge characteristics of

the soils. The investigations also showed that P greatly decreased the sorption of Asm on

the soils studied, although the effect was less distinct in soils with high sorption capacity.

The presence of Ca2* had little effect on the amount of Asu sorbed indicating that specific

sorption probably plays a major role for the sorption of AsIII. The observations reported

in the present study raise questions about the effect of other ions such as sulphate (S) and

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) commonly present in soil solution.
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CHAPTER 6

Effect of sulphate and dissolved organic carbon on arsenate

and arsenite sorption

6.1 Introduction

The results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate that the competitive effect of P with

Asv and AsIII for sorption sites is dependent on the nature of soil type. Other ions may

also play an important role in modifying the sorption behaviour of both Asv and AstrI in

soils. Sulphate (S) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) are commonly found at varying

concentrations in soil solution. These compounds may also compete with other species

for sorption sites on soil colloids. A limited number of studies of the effects of S and

DOC on As sorption have been reported (Thanabalasingam and Pickering, 1986; Xu et

al., l99l; Bowell, 1994). These studies suggest that depending on the nature of soils, S

and DOC may compete with As for sorption sites on soil colloidal particles.

Fulvic acid (FA), an important component of DOC, has been reported to decrease

Asv sorption on Al and Fe oxyhydroxides (Xu et al., I99I; Bowell, 1994) at pH values

between 3 and 9. Both Xu et al. (1991) and Bowell (1994) attributed the decrease in As

sorption to increased competition between FA and As for sorption sites on the mineral

surface. However, neither study assessed the possibility of the formation of an As-FA

complex that may reduce the activity of As in solution. Thanabalasingam and Pickering

(1986) have shown that humic acids (HA) may form HA-As complexes in simple HA and

As systems and therefore may decrease the amount of As sorbed.
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Some of the investigators have assessed the effect of DOC and S on the surface

charge of soils. According to van Raij and Peech (1972) organic matter may mask surface

positive sites on soil colloid particles, thereby decreasing the anion sorption capacities of

soils. More recently, Naidu and Harter (1998) used electrophoretic mobility studies to

demonstrate that organic acids may increase the surface negative charge on the soil

colloidal particles by the sorption of organic ligand ions. Such reactions may influence

anion sorption capacities of soils.

Anions, such as S, have also been reported to influence As sorption, although the

effect may not be as pronounced as for P. Studies of the effects of S competition on As

sorption have produced conflicting results. Competitive sorption interactions of anions

with pure minerals (Xu et al., 1991) showed that at pH < 7, S (0.62 mmol L-r) decreased

the sorption of Asv on alumina. Increasing the S concentration (1.25 mmol L-t¡ had little

further effect on Asv sorption, indicating that the sorption mechanisms for S and Asv may

not be identical. This work contrasts with other studies (e.g. Manful et al., 1989 and

Livesey and Huang, 1981) that show that S did not suppress the sorption of Asv by soils.

In Chapter 5, it was shown that P may compete with both As species (Asv and Asr)

for sorption sites. In this chapter the competitive effect of anions on As sorption is

extended to S and DOC. This was felt necessary due to the conflicting reports of the

effects of S and DOC on As sorption. The objectives of this work were: (i) to investigate

the effect of S on Asv and AsItr sorption by selected soils at S concentrations reflective of

soils from New South Wales; and (ii) to compare Asv and Asr sorption by selected soils

in the presence of different DOC concentrations.
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6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Soils

Four non-contaminated (Soils C, H, I and J) surface soil samples (0 to 150 mm)

were used in this study. The soils studied were selected on the basis of their physical and

chemical properties (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1,p 45).

6.2.2 Competitive sorption isotherms

6.2.2.1 Effect of S on Asv sorption

Comparative anion competition studies using S in 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ as a

background electrolyte were conducted as described for the competitive effect of P on Asv

sorption (Sections 5.2.2.1 to 5.2.2.2, pp 69 to 70). One gram samples of each of the soils

were shaken on an end-over-end shaker for 24 h at20+2C in separate polyethylene tubes,

with 20 mL of 0.03 mol L I NaNO¡ solution containing varying amounts (0 to 0.66 mmol

L-l¡ of Asv, added as Na2HAs Ot./HzO, and S (0 or 0.25 mmol L 1¡ added as KzSO¿.

Preliminary kinetic studies showed that a 24 h contact time was sufficient for soil and

solution equilibrium (Smith et al., 199Sb). At the end of the shaking period, samples

were centrifuged at l1 950 g (10 000 rpm) for 10 min and the supernatant decanted and

filtered through Whatman 541 filter paper. The As concentration in the extract was

analysed using HG-FAAS and the amount of Asv sorbed was calculated from the

difference between the amount added and the amount remaining in solution. Sulphate

remaining in solution was analysed by ICP-AAS. The concentration of S added to

solution was the average concentration of S in solution in soils at contaminated cattle dip

sites.
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6.2.2.2 Effect of S on AsIII sorption

The effect of S on Asv sorption was investigated with two contrasting soils (Soils C

and J). The Fe and Al oxide contents of soils have been identified as important in the

sorption of As (Wauchope,1975; Livesey and Huang, 1981; Manning and Goldberg,

1997b), and Soils C and J were selected, as they represent soils with contrasting amounts

of Fe and Al oxide. The experimental procedure followed was as described above for the

sorption of Asv in the presence of S, except Asr concentrations added to the soils ranged

between 0 and 0.066 mmol Asm Ll. The As concentration in the extract was analysed

using HG-FAAS, and the amount of Asm sorbed was calculated from the difference

between the amount added and amount remaining in solution. Sulphate remaining in

solution was analysed by ICP-AAS.

6.2.2.3 Effect of DOC

The effect of DOC on Asv and Asm sorption was investigated with Soils H and J in

the presence of either 5 or 10 mg L-r of DOC in 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ as the background

electrolyte. Dissolved organic carbon was separated from dry cow manure collected from

the field (-6 weeks old) as described by Baskaran et al. (1993). Briefly, cow manure and

deionised water in a 3:l ratio of manure and deionised water, were shaken for 16 h. The

suspension was centrifuged at 26 890 g (15 000 rpm) for 20 minutes and the supernatant

filtered through a millipore 0.45 pm filter. The DOC in the solution was analysed with a

Rosemount Dohrman Total Organic Carbon Analyser (model DC180). With the

exception of As, all cations and anions were analysed with ICP-AAS (Table 6.1). Total

As in solution was analysed by HG-FAAS (Table 6.1). Removal of such ions as As, P

and S was not consiclerecl necessary following the dilution (either 144 or 288 times

dilution) of DOC to the concentrations used in these experiments.
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One gram samples of each of the soils were shaken on an end-over-end shaker for

24 h at 2É2C in separate polyethylene tubes, with 20 mL of 0.03 mol Ll Nal.IOg

solution containing varying amounts (0 to 0.66 mmol L t; of Asv, added as NazHAsO¿.

THzO,or (0 to 0.26 mmol L 1¡ Asm, added as NaAsOz and DOC (5 or 10 mg Ll). At the

end of the shaking period, samples were centrifuged at 11 950 g (10 000 rpm) for 10 min

and the supernatant decanted and filtered through 'Whatman 541 filter paper- The As

concentration in the extract was analysed using HG-FAAS. The amount of Asv sorbed

was calculated from the difference between the amount added and amount remaining in

solution. The means of duplicates with standard effors are reported in this study.

Table 6.1 Chemical composition of cow manure extract.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Asv sorption in the presence of S

Sulphate had less effect than P (Section 5.3.1, pp 72 to 78) on the amount of Asv

sorbed in all 4 soils studied (Fig. 6.1). However, as with P, the effect of S on Asv

sorption varied depending on the Asv sorption capacity of the soils. For instance, S had

no marked effect on the amount of Asv sorbed in the high Asv sorbing soils. However, in

the low Asv sorbing soil (Soil H), there was a marked effect of S on the amount of Asv

sorbed (Fig. 6.1). These results confirm the earlier observations with P that the effect of

competing ions are only evident in low sorbing soils at the concentrations of As and S

used. Where the number of sites are adequate for both sorbents, no competitive effect is

observed, irrespective of the nature of the ligand ions.

0.05222068192zto 1t440Concentration
(me L'1)

AsP sNaMnMgFeCaDOC
(C."l)
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There have been few studies to date in which the competitive effect of S with Asv

has been investigated. These studies show that S either had no effect (Livesey and Huang,

1981; Manful et al., 1989), or competed (Xu et al., 19SS) for sorption sites with Asv. For

instance, no effect of S on Asv sorption was reported in high sorbing soils (orthic dark

grey Carrot River, orthic black Oxbow, orthic black Melfort and low humic eluviated

Gleysol Oxbow) by Livesey and Huang (1981) and (Orthoxic Palehumult and Rhodudalf)

by Manful et al. (1989). Xu et al. (1988), in contrast, reported that the presence of 0.63

mmol S L-1 in the initial solution, decreased Asv sorption by alumina at a pH < 7.

However, no further decrease in Asv sorption was observed when S concentration was

increased to2.5 mmol S L-1, indicating that the sorption mechanisms for Asv and S are

not identical, as increasing S concentration should have decreased Asv sorbed (Xu et al.,

1988).

The competitive effect of S on As sorption in low sorbing soils raises questions

about the mechanism of Asv sorption, particularly in light of S sorption mechanisms

proposed by Marsh et al. (1937). These researchers reported that S sorption was

predominantly electrostatic (non-specific) in nature and sorption was greatly inhibited at

pH > 6 (because of lack of surface positive charge on soil colloid particles). Similar

results have been reported in other S studies (Curtin and Syers, 1990; Karltun, 1997). In

contrast, Rajan (1973) reported that S sorption \ryas accompanied by the release of OH

ions by an alumina surface at pH 5, indicating that specific sorption had occurred through

the release of OH ions.

Although Asv sorption has been reported to occur via ligand exchange mechanisms

(Hingston et al., l97I; Harrison and Berkheiser, 1982; Lumsdon et al., 1984;

Waychunas et al., 1993: Waychunas et al., 1996; Fendorf et al., 1997), it is evident from

numerous studies that coulombic interactions involving particle charge density and
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potential in the plane of adsorption may play a key role in controlling Asv sorption

behaviour in soils. Two major changes occur with increasing soil pH. Firstly, as the pH

increases, the soil particle surface becomes increasingly negatively charged and this leads

to a decrease in the potential in the plane of adsorption. Secondly, there is the pH-pKu

dependence of Asv (trqn. 6.1).

H3AsOa HzAsO¿- 4 fl+ 14 HAsO¿2- a fl+ 1-9 AsOa3- + H*
pK"=2.20 PK. = 6.97 PK. = 1l'53

t6.11

For Asv, increasing the pH increases deprotonation of the neutral H¡AsO¿ species

up to pH 5. Studies have shown the importance of pH in controlling Asv sorption by soil

surfaces (Xu et al., 1988; Manning and Goldberg, I997b; Smith et al., 1998b)'

Therefore, in the presence of S, sites that are controlled by coulombic interaction may

exhibit competitive effects of S on Asv at high pH values (i.e. where the number of anion

sorption sites is limited). Where the number of sorption sites is not limited (e.g. low pH),

no competitive effects of S on Asv are observed. This suggests that in high sorbing soils,

the competitive effect between Asv and S is not apparent due to the large number of

available sorption sites for both Asv and S. In contrast, in soils that have a low number of

sorption sites, the presence of S decreases the amount of Asv sorbed.

6.3.2 AsrII sorption in the presence of S

As with P, the effect of S on Asr sorption was studied only with soils H and J. The

presence of S in solution depressed Asr sorption in both soils, but the extent of the

decrease varied depending on the soil type (Fig. 6.2). In Soil J, there was little effect of S

on the sorption of Asltr. This contrasts with Soil H, where the presence of S decreased the

sorption of Asro. These observations are similar to those observed on the effect of S on

Asv sorption, where S decreased the sorption of Asv only in the low Asv sorbing soils
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(Fig. 6.1). This supports our earlier hypothesis that the effect of competitive anions on

As sorption is related to the number of available sorption sites. However, the sorption

mechanism of Asr in the presence of S raises questions on the nature of the Asm species

sorbed. Sun and Doner (1996) postulated that the sorption of the HzAsO¡- ion is similar

to the HzAsO¿- ion on goethite at pH 5.5. At low surface coverage, Asu and Asm would

be specifically sorbed through mononuclear or binuclear complexes with Fe. As

described previously, the major AsIII species present at pH 5.5 is the neutral H3AsO3

molecule. Therefore, if the HzAsO¡- ion is the major species sorbed by soil components,

then the sorption process must be a multi-step mechanism that is dictated by kinetics of

both the dissociation of H3AsO3 and the sorption of Asr as discussed in relation to P

(Eqn. 5.2, p 80).

This raises the questions: if S decreases the sorption of Asm by the low As sorbing

soil (Soil H), is the sorption mechanism of both ions similar and is the observed

competitive effect controlled by the number of sorption sites present in the soil? These

hypotheses were investigated by examining the effect of S on Asm sorption using Soil H

to which varying amounts of goethite were added. By adding varying amounts of

goethite, the competitive effect of S was markedly decreased with the increase in the

number of sorption sites. This is evident from Fig. 6.3 that shows that the concentration

of Asm in the equilibrium solution decreased as the number of sorption sites is increased,

indicating that the degree of coverage of sorption sites is an important factor controlling

Asm sorption on Soil H. However, further studies are needed to identify whether S and

AsIII sorption mechanisms are similar at low pH.
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6.3.3 Asv and AsIII sorption in the presence of DOC

The sorption of Asv and Asm by Soils H and J in the presence of 5 and 10 m! Ul

DOC and 0.03 mol Lr Nal.{O¡ are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. Included with these data,

are the results for sorption of Asv and Asn in the presence of 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ alone.

In all soils studied, the sorption of Asv and Asr decreased in the presence of DOC,

although the extent of the decrease varied, depending on the soil type. At equilibrium, the

amount of Asv and Asm sorbed by Soil J in the presence of DOC decreased by 28 and

24Vo, rcspectively. In Soil H, the presence of DOC had a greater effect on the amount of

Asv and AsIII sorbed. kr this soil, the presence of DOC decreased the amount of Asv and

Asr sorbed by 53 and 54Vo, respectively. However, there was no observed effect of

increasing DOC from 5 to 10 mg Ll on As sorption.

A review of the literature found no reports of studies on the effects of DOC on Asv

and AsIII sorption. However, there have been several studies on sorption of Asv and AsItr

in the presence of fulvic acids (FA). Both Bowell (1994) and Xu et al. (1991) reported

that the presence of FA decreased Asv and Asm sorption on Fe (Bowell, 1994) and Al (Xu

et al., 1991) oxide surfaces. The degree to which As sorption decreased was reported to
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be dependent on the nature of the As species. There are several hypotheses that may

account for the effect of DOC on the different As species; (i) formation of As-DOC

complexes, (ii) interaction between mineral surfaces and DOC, where sorption of DOC

masks active mineral sorption sites, and (iii) the effect of DOC on the pH and ionic

activity of other ions in solution.

Dissolved organic carbon is a complex mixture of organic compounds that have a

range in molecular sizes, pK, values, and hydrophobic and hydrophilic tendencies (Gu et

al., 1995; Kaiser andZech, 1991) and complex formation between organic acids and As

may account for the decrease in As sorption. Thanabalasingam and Pickering (1986) for

example, have shown that Asv and Asm may form complexes with humic acids.

However, the MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 1990) database contains no stability constant

for the formation of As-DOC complexes and the formation of these complexes was not

able to be validated.

The sorption of DOC by colloid surfaces may significantly alter the characteristics

of the sorbing surfaces (Gu et al., L994; Gu et a1.,1995; Harter and Naidu, 1995; Naidu

and Harter, 1998). Ligand exchange reactions between components of DOC and Fe and

Al oxides has been postulated by a number of researchers (Parfitt et a1.,I977; Gu et al.,

Igg4). Parfitt et al. (1977) noted that there was an increase in pH that accompanied the

sorption of fulvic acids as hydroxyls were replaced on Fe oxide surfaces. Naidu and

Harter (1993) reported that the electrophoretic mobility of the soil particles increased in

the presence of oxalate and citrate, suggesting that citrate and oxalate ions increased the

surface negative charge through the formation of soilJigand bonding. Direct evidence for

ligand exchange reactions between Fe oxide surfaces and DOC have been shown by Gu et

al. (lgg4) by measuremcnt of the heat of sorption and by studying competition between

p, S and DOC. Both Xu et al. (1991) and Bowell (1994) postulated that competition for
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sorption sites was the reason for the decrease in Asv and Asn sorption in the presence of

FA by Fe and Al oxide surfaces. Competition between DOC and both As species are in

accord with the hypothesis that the availability and the number of sorption sites determine

the effect of competing ions. Both of the soils studied vary greatly in the Fe and Al oxide

content (Table 3.1, Section 3.2.1, p 45), and this may account for the difference in the

amounts of As sorbed by these soils. For instance, Soil J has a high sorption capacity for

As and As sorption was least affected in the presence of DOC. In contrast, Soil H has a

low sorption capacity for As and was greatly affected by the presence of DOC, suggesting

that competition for preferential sorption sites had occurred.

6.4 Conclusions

This study showed that the presence of S and DOC in solution decreased the

sorption of Asv and Asr by soils. The effect of S on Asv and Asm sorption was limited to

soils with low sorption capacity (Soil H) for As. This implies that the effect of S is

related to the number of sorption sites available on soil surfaces and supports the

hypothesis proposed in Chapter 5 that competitive effects between anions is observed

only when the number of sorption sites is limited.

The effects of DOC in solution on Asv and AsIII sorption were similar to those of S.

A decrease in the amounts of Asv and AsIII sorbed on the addition of DOC was observed

in all soils studied, although the effect of DOC was greater in the low sorbing soil, Soil H,

than the high sorbing soil, Soil J. Increasing the concentration of DOC had no further

effect on the amounts of Asv and AsIII sorbed, indicating that competition between As and

DOC for soil sorption sites may be only one of the mechanisms by which DOC affects As

sorption. This study indicates that the presence of DOC in the soil solution needs to be

considered in making predictions of As transport in soils'
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CHAPTER 7

Kinetics of arsenate sorption in soil: Flow cell design and

preliminary studies

T.L Introduction

Arsenic (As) sorption on pure mineral and soil surfaces has been extensively

studied to evaluate its mobility and environmental fate in soils, surface water and

groundwater. Sorption reactions have been the focus of these studies, as in most cases,

these processes control the concentration of As in soil solutions (Fendorf et al., \997).

This is well illustrated by the data presented in Chapters 4 to 6 (pp 49 to 98) that show

that both soil and solution factors may influence the sorption of As by soils. Although the

sorption of As by mineral surfaces (Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce and Moore, 1980;

Bowell, lgg4) and soils (Elkhatib et al., 1984; Manning and Goldbetg,l99Tb) has been

widely studied, limited information is available on the kinetics of the sorption reactions

and the factors that influence such reactions. A knowledge of sorption reaction rates is

useful for giving an insight into reaction mechanisms and the processes occurring on the

sorbing surface (Skopp, 1986).

In most cases, information on the kinetics of As sorption has been obtained using

batch methods (e.g. Anderson et al., 1976; Pierce and Moore, 1980; Elkhatib et al.,

1984; Fuller et al., t993; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Raven et al., 1998). Although batch

methods provide valuable insight into chemical reactions at equilibrium (Skopp, 1986),

there are several disadvantages with these techniques. A major drawback of batch

techniques is that they are closed systems, and desorbed species are not removed from the

system being studied (Sparks, 1989; Harter, 1991). This results in the accumulation of

any desorbed species in the batch feactor (Sparks, 1989; Amacher, 1991). Data
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interpretation is therefore difficult, as reverse reactions must be taken into account,

there is only one reaction and it is unidirectional (Amacher, 1991). A recently introduced

alternative to the batch technique is the flow method. The stirred-flow technique has been

used to study time-dependent sorption reactions (Carski and Sparks, 1985; Seyfried et al',

1989; Toner et al., 1989; Eick et al., 1990; Bar-Tal et al., 1995; Yin et al., 1997). This

technique significantly decreases reverse reactions by continually removing solution from

the reaction chamber and preventing the accumulation of desorbed species. Furthermore,

the stirred-flow technique exposes the sorbing surfaces to a constant solution

concentration of sorbent that is continually being removed until the easily accessible

sorption sites are saturated, allowing the apparent reaction rate to be measured. The

stirred-flow technique may be useful for studying As sorption kinetics, but before it can be

applied, it is necessary to conduct preliminary experiments as outlined by Bar-Tal et al.

(1990) to ascertain whether sorption reactions are instantaneous or kinetically controlled.

Note that instantaneous equilibrium here indicates only that sorption reactions are too

rapid to be distinguished using the initial conditions selected for use with the stirred-flow

technique.

Bar-Tal et al. (1990) proposed the use of a stop-flow test to determine whether

time-dependent As sorption reactions may be measured by the stirred-flow method. They

proposed varying influent concentration and flow rates to distinguish between three types

of kinetic models: (i) instantaneous equilibrium; (ii) whether the sorbed fraction is

dependent on the As solution concentration; and (iii) whether the sorbed fraction is

independent of the As solution concentration.

The objectives of this chapter are to describe the design of the stirred-flow reaction

chambcr and to determine whether the stirred-flow method is applicable to study the

kinetics of Asv sorption. Arsenate rather than AsItr was selected for study, as it is the
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predominant inorganic As species observed under oxidising conditions (Walsh et al.,

1977; O'Neill, 1995) and therefore is the As species most commonly found in Australian

soils (Chappell et al., 1995).

7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Soils

The surface horizons (0 to 150 mm) of three soils (C, H and I¡ with varying physical

and chemical properties were sampled from an uncultivated and non-polluted site in

northern New South Wales, Australia. Soil samples were processed and analysed as

described in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.2, pp 44 to 47). Pertinent properties of the

selected soils used in the study are given in Table 3.1 (Section3.2.l,p 45).

7.2.2 Preliminary kinetic studies

A stined-flow reaction chamber (Fig. 7.2) similar to that designed by Carski and

Sparks (1985) was initially used to study the sorption kinetics of Asv by soils (C, H and

Ð. preliminary studies found that this design was inappropriate for the kinetic studies

using the selected soils. It was observed that mixing the soil by the magnetic stirrer led to

significant movement of soil into the inlet port. This transfer of soil from the mixing

chamber into the inlet port altered both the mixing conditions and the soil:solution ratio in

the reaction chamber. The stirred-flow reaction chamber was subsequently modified to

retain soil in the mixing chamber. Modifications of the stirred-flow cell reaction chamber

included the fitting and repositioning of a filter to the inlet port (Fig. 7.1)'
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7.2.3 Construction of the stirred'flow reaction chamber

The stirred-flow reaction chamber (Fig. 7.1) used was a modification of that

developed by Carski and Sparks (1935). It was made from stainless-steel and consisted of

three units: (i) a reaction chamber (20 mL), to which (ii) a stainless-steel cover with an

outlet port was secured with three-scfews. Inside the cover a recessed area was inserted in

which a2!-mmdiameter, 0.45 pm nylon filter and 25-mm diameter stainless-steel frit to

support the filter were placed. A teflon o-ring recessed into the cover to retain soil and

solution in the chamber. Unit (iii) consisted of an adjustable sáinless-steel plunger

through which the influent solution was pumped. To retain soil in the chamber, a l2-mm

diameter 0.45 pm nylon filter and l2-mm diameter stainless-steel support frit were

recessed in the top of the plunger. These items were held in place by a stainless-steel

collar. To retain solution in the chamber, a teflon o-ring surrounded the plunger. The

most important difference between this unit and that designed by Carski and Sparks

(1935) and shown in Fig. '7.2, is that the inlet port passes through the plunger (Fig. 7.1)

and is opposite the outlet port. This allows a larger amount of soil and solution to be

present in the stirred-flow reaction chamber without increasing the soil-solution ratio

which is important for maintaining complete mixing of the soil suspension.

During the experiments, the stirred-flow reaction chamber assembly was located on

a magnetic stirring plate and a teflon-coated stir bar kept the solid and liquid phases in a

continuously mixed condition.

7,2.4 Experimental apParatus

The entire apparatus for the kinetic experiments is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. A

peristaltic pump was used to maintain flow rate. Teflon tubing (i.d. 2 mm) was used
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throughout to carry influent and effluent solutions. Direction of the flow was controlled

by a 0.5 p.s.i. teflon check valve, which was used to control flow reversal from the stirred-

flow reaction chamber. Before experiments began, tubes transporting the influent were

primed with influent solution.

7.2.5 Sorption studies

The use of the modified stirred-flow reaction chamber was also found to be limited

by soils selected in this study. The chamber was unsuitable for two of the soils (H and f).

Poor mixing of the soil suspension occurred with Soil H; this was attributed to quartz

minerals in the sand fraction of this soil which caused the magnetic stirrer to 'hang' in the

reaction chamber. Soil i clogged the outlet filter soon after flow through the reaction

chamber was initiated, and this quickly led to a decrease in the flow rate through the

chamber. The stirred-flow chamber performed satisfactorily only with Soil C, and this

soil was subsequently used for the kinetic studies.

7.2.5.1 Flow ínterruption studies

Bar-Tal et al. (1990) proposed a simple but effective test to determine whether the

sorption reaction of an ion is instantaneous or kinetically controlled. This involves

stopping the flow for a period of time and observing if there is a decline in concentration

of sorbate in solution.

For the stop-flow study, 0.5 g of soil and a teflon coated magnetic stirrer were

placed into the stirred-flow reaction chamber. The reaction cell was then quickly filled by

adding 5 mL of Asv (0.026 mmol L 1) prepared in 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ via a hypodermic

syringe. Immediately after the addition of Asv solution, the reaction chamber was sealed

and Asv solution of the same concentration was pumped into the reaction chamber at a

rate of 1.5 mL min-l. After 5 min, the flow through the reaction chamber was stopped for
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25 min before flow was restarted. The assumption of this test is that, under non-

equilibrium conditions, stopping the flow for a period of time allows the system to attain

equilibrium, which results in a decline in concentration of the effluent if the reaction is

kinetically controlled (Bar-Tal et al., 1990). If the reaction is instantaneous, no decline in

effluent concentration will be observed (Bar-Tal et al., 1990). During the stoppage in

flow, mixing of the soil suspension continued at the same rate. The flow rate was

monitored at various times during the entire experiment and the change in flow rate was

less than2Vo.

A magnetic stirrer was used to mix the soil and solution in the stirred-flow reaction

chamber. To minimise abrasion of soil particles, the stining speed used was the slowest

which provided adequate mixing of the soil suspension. The speed of the magnetic stirrer

was standardised for all the experiments conducted.

Sorption curves without soil in the chamber were determined as described above

using the same initial source solution. Duplicate experiments were conducted for both the

blank and Asv sorption curves. The effluent from the stirred-flow reaction chamber was

collected by an automatic fraction collector at various time intervals ranging from 0.3 to

10.0 min. Time zero was defined as the moment of entry of the first drop of effluent

solution into the first tube of the fraction collector. Effluent solution was analysed for As

remaining in solution as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2, pp 44 to 47). Solution pH

and other ions present in the solution were analysed where sufficient solution was

collected. This was dependent on the collection interval, with the volume of solution

collected ranging from 0.45 to 15 mL.

After each experiment, the tubing and stirred-flow reaction chamber were washed

by passing approximately 50 mL of 0.01 mol L-r HCI through the system. This was
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followed by 100 mL of 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ and finally by 100 mL of deionised H2O.

The tubing and the stirred-flow reaction chamber were allowed to dry overnight.

7.2.5.2 Concentrøtion studies

Similar experimental procedures as described above were followed. However, a

range of Asv concentrations (0 to 0.067 mmol L-t¡ in 0.03 mol L 1 NaNO¡ were prepared

as source solutions. There rwere no flow intemrptions, and samples were collected

continuously with a fraction collector over various time intervals ranging from 0.3 to 10.0

min during al20 min period. Samples were analysed as described above. Blank curves

were determined as described above using the same chamber and source of influent Asv

solutions, but without the soil present. The relative solution concentration was

determined as the difference between Asv measured in the effluent solution compared to

the influent solution. The experiment was done in duplicate and time zero was defined as

above.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Sorption studies

In Fig. 7 .4, the results of the stop-flow experiment are depicted. Data are plotted as

concentration relative to the maximum influent concentration versus the fluid volume

through the reactor chamber. As shown in Fig. 7 .4,the flow of influent was stopped for a

period (25 min) after 7 .5 mL (5 min) of effluent solution was collected. After renewing

the flow, a drop in the Asv concentration was observed in the effluent solution indicating

that non-equilibrium conditions exist in the stirred-flow reaction chamber. Therefore, it is

possible to study the kinetic processes of Asv sorption by Soil C as instantaneous

equilibrium is not observed under the selected laboratory parameters.
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Bar-Tal et al. (1990) also suggested an effective test to distinguish between

sorption rates which are dependent or independent of the influent concentration.
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Fig. 7,4. Effect of flow interruption on Asv sorption by Soil C. Bars represent

standard errors of means. \Mhere no bar is seen, error is smaller than the symbol.

According to Bar-Tal et al. (1990) if a graph of the sorbed fraction of Asv versus

time does not change with different influent concentrations the sorption reaction is

considered to be independent of influent concentration. If the sorption reaction is

dependent on influent concentration, then a change in influent concentration should

influence the sorption reaction rate.

Two influent concentrations were used to study the effects of influent concentration

on Asv sorption. Figure 7.5 shows that a change in the influent concentration affected the

sorbed fraction of Asv. At a concentration of 0.066 mmol Asv L I the sorption

equilibrium was attained faster than was observed for an Asv concentration of 0.006

mmol Asv L-1. This suggests that the Asv sorption rate is dependent on the influent

concentration in the stirred-flow reaction chamber. Statistical analysis of all the data

(GENSTAT, lggT), indicates that there was a significant difference (unpaired f-test at
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0.05 probability level) between the two different influent concentrations. Therefore, the

sorption of Asv by Soil C would be better described by a kinetic model that is dependent

on influent solution concentration.
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Fig. 7.5 Effect of Asv solution concentration on Asv sorbed by Soil C. Bars

represent standard errors of means. Where no bar is seen, error is smaller than the

symbol.

7.4 Conclusions

The modified stirred-flow reaction chamber similar to that developed by Carski and

Sparks (1935) was found to perform satisfactorily for kinetics studies on Soil C. The

other two soils studied (H and f) were found to be unsuitable for kinetic studies using the

stirred-flow chamber. One of the design weaknesses of the stirred-flow reaction chamber

developed by Carski and Sparks (1985), is its limited applicability to loamy and clay soils.

In many instances it is only possible to study sorption kinetics on sandy or sandy-loam

soils for periods less than an hour, due to the clogging of the outlet filter. Future design

developments in kinetic studies may have to develop filtering techniques, such as

proposed by Heyse et al. (1997), that reduce filter clogging and allow extended
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observation of sorption kinetics over long periods of time in a range of different soil

types.

Stop-flow experiments revealed that non-equilibrium conditions exist in the stirred-

flow chamber and it was possible to study Asv sorption kinetics using the selected

laboratory parameters with Soil C. Furthermore, changing the influent concentration from

0.066 to 0.006 mmol Asv Ll, decreased the rate of Asv sorbed by Soil C, indicating that

the sorption of Asv would be better described by a kinetic model that is dependent on

influent solution concentration.
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CHAPTER 8

Kinetics of arsenate sorption in soil: Effect of solution

composition

S.L Introduction

Much of our present understanding of sorption reactions is derived from equilibrium

studies. These studies have provided valuable information on time independent behaviour

and the driving force of chemical reactions (Skopp, 1986). Equilibrium studies

(Anderson et al., 1976; Elkhatib et al., 1984) have shown that the sorption of Asv is

biphasic; that is, sorption is initially rapid and then proceeds at a slower rate. Both Asv

and AsIII appear to follow similar trends, but the rates of sorption depend on the As

species and the nature of the sorbing surfaces. Diffusion of ions into the mineral lattice

(Bruemmer et al., 1938) or diffusion through intraparticle pores (Sparks et al., 1980;

Fuller et al., 1993) have often been attributed for the slower sorption step.

In soils, sorption reactions between ions and sorbing surfaces are often not at

equilibrium (Sparks, 1989). For better understanding of the dynamics of the sorption

process, further study of the kinetics of these reactions in soils is required. Only a few

studies to date have investigated Asv sorption kinetics. Fuller et al. (1993) and Raven et

al. (1993) used similar batch techniques to study the kinetics of Asv sorption by

fenihydrite. Arsenate sorption was reported to be initially rapid [< 5 min by Fuller et al.

(1993) and (< 30 min by Raven et al. (1998)l and then continued at a slower rate for the

sampling period, which for Fuller et al. (1993) was 192h.
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The sorption kinetic data may be fitted to equations, ranging from zero and second

order to the parabolic diffusion law, the Elovich, and the modified Freundlich equation.

For instance, Raven et al. (1998) reported that the parabolic diffusion equation best

described the sorption of As by fenihydrite and postulated that As sorption by fenihydrite

was diffusion controlled. However, diffusion of As into ferrihydrite particles was not

verified by other means and the use of mathematical relationships that fit the data well

does not necessarily mean that the mechanism proposed by the equation is correct

(Sparks, 1989).

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, equilibrium batch techniques established that pH, ionic

strength (I) and anion competition may influence the sorption of Asv by soil surfaces. To

understand these soil variables better and predict how they may affect the sorption of Asv

with time, the kinetics of the reactions need to be studied. The preliminary kinetic studies

conducted in Chapter 7 demonstrated that the kinetics of Asv sorption may be studied

using a stirred-flow reaction chamber (Fig. 1.7, p 102) modified from that initially

developed by Carski and Sparks (1935). The objective of the study described below was

to investigate the influence of index cations, ionic strength (Ð and anion competition on

the sorption kinetics of Asv in soil, using the stirred-flow technique described in Chapter

7 (pp99 to 111).

8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 Soil

The surface horizon (0 to 150 mm) of Soil C was collected from an uncultivated and

non-polluted site in northern New South Wales, Australia. The soil was processed and

analysed as described in chapter 3 (sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, pp 44 to 47), and its

properties are given in Table 3.1 (Section3.2.l,p 45).
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8.2.2 Sorption kinetic studies

The sorption kinetic studies were conducted with the stirred-flow chamber (Fig.

7.1, p 102) modified from that developed by Carski and Sparks (1985). Similar

experimental procedures as described in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.a @p 104 to 106) were

followed, but the sorption kinetics of Asv were studied using an influent concentration of

0.027 mmol Asv L-1. A 0.5-g sample of soil was placed in the chamber with the magnetic

stirrer and a known volume of solution was carefully added to the chamber with a syringe.

The top was quickly tightened and any air trapped in the chamber was removed with the

adjustable plunger base. A peristaltic pump was used to maintain a constant solution flow

velocity of 1.5 mL min-l. This flow rate was periodically checked throughout the studies.

Effluent from the stirred-flow reaction chamber was collected as described in Chapter 7,

Section 7 .2.5.1(pp 106 to 108). The speed of the magnetic stirrer was standardised for all

the experiments conducted. All experiments were conducted at a temperature of 2O!2" C.

Blank curves for Asv sorption without soil in the chamber were determined as

described above (Section 7.2.5.1, pp 106 to 108) using the same initial source solution.

Duplicate experiments were conducted for both the blank and Asv sorption curves. Time

zero was defined as the moment of entry of the first drop of effluent solution into the first

tube of the fraction collector. Effluent solution was analysed for As remaining in solution

as described in Chapter 3 (Secti on 3.2.2, pp 44 to 47). Solution pH and other ions also

present in the solution were analysed where sufficient solution was collected. This was

dependent on the collection interval, with the volumes of solutions collected ranging from

0.45 to 15 mL.

The effect of I on the kinetics of Asv adsorption was studied in either 0.03 or 0.3

mol L-r of Nal.{O¡ with the addition of 0.O21mmol Asv L-r to the solutions. The effect of

different index cations was studied at the same ionic strength using 0.03 mol Ll of
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NaNO¡ and 0.01 mol Ll Ca(NO¡)2. Anion competition was studied using P. Phosphate

(O.O3Z mmol P L-1) was added in solution with 0.027 mmol Asv L I in a background

electrolyte of either 0.03 mol L I NaNO3 or 0.01 mol L-r Ca(NO¡)2.

The cleaning protocol for all the kinetic equipment, as outlined in Chapter 7,

Section 7 .2.5.1(pp 106 to 108), was followed.

8.2.3 Desorption kinetics

Soil (0.5 g) was equilibrated with A,sv 10.026 mmol Asv L-r¡ in a background

solution of 0.03 mol L I Nal.{O¡ as described above. Desorption was then initialised by

passing through the chamber solutions containing either 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡, or 0.3 mol

L 1 NaNO:, or 0.03 mol L I NaNO: and 0.032 mmol P L-r.

Blank curves for Asv desorption without soil in the chamber were determined as

described above using solutions with the same composition, and analyses of Asv in

effluent solutions were conducted as described above. Duplicate experiments were

conducted for all desorption curves.

8.2.4 Dataanalysis

The cumulative amount of Asv sorbed by the soil can be calculated from flow rates

and concentrations of Asv in the effluent solutions (Schnabel and Fitting, 1988)' Arsenate

sorbed with time was evaluated using Eqn. 8.1 (Yin et al., 1997): where q'(ri) is the

cumulative sorption at time ri (pg g-t); C¡ is the effluent concentration for the ith sampling

period (pg L t); J is rhe flow rate (L min-r); Âri is the sampling time interval (min); c(ti)

is the concentration in the chamber at ti QtgL-'); V is the volume of the reaction chamber

(L); W is the soil concentration in the chamber (g L-t), and subscripts s and b refer to the

chamber with and without soil present, respectively.



qo(t) = {II(Cu¡ - Cu¡) ,I Àri / Vl + l-cu(r¡) - crlri)l }
w

t8.11

The first term on the right-hand side of the Eqn. 8.1 contains measured data while

the second term is calculated for specific times (Eick et al., 1990). The calculation can be

done exactly if the kinetic model is known (Schnabel and Fitting, 1988) or it can be

approximated by averaging the effluent concentration for that time period and the

succeeding one (Yin et al., 1997). The second method was used in this study. Estimated

values are close to the real values when short time intervals are used (Schnabel and

Richie, 1987).

The cumulative amount of Asv desorbed by soil c is given by Eqn. 8.2:

tt7

t8.21q¿(t) = {I[(Cs!du¡l J Arr / Vl + Ics(t) - ch(4il
w

where q¿(ti) isthe cumulative Asv desorbed at time li (pg g-1)'

The use of Eqns. 8.1 and 8.2 to calculate the cumulative amount of Asv sorbed and

desorbed by soil accounts for both the effect of dilution and the amount of Asv sorbed by

the stirred-flow reaction chamber (Yin et a1., 1997). Several assumptions are made when

studying sorption processes by the stirred-flow method. These have been highlighted by

Yin et al. (1991) and is reiterated here. It is assumed that the sorption kinetics of Asv on

the stirred-flow chamber is not affected by the presence of soil in the chamber. Although

this is improbable and the presence of soil is likely to decrease the sorption rates of Asv

by the chamber, the presence of soil will affect the rate of Asv sorbed by the stirred-flow

chamber for only a very short period of time as the stined-flow reaction chamber sorbs

only a small amount of Asv compared with the amount of Asv sorbed by Soil C.
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The kinetic data were fitted to a number of mathematical equations, including first

order, second order, simple Elovich, and parabolic diffusion equations. The applicability

of such empirical equations has been explained extensively by Sparks (1989). However,

for the purpose of these studies, it should not implied from the fitting of data to one

particular kinetic equation that this is the only equation that could be used to describe the

apparent sorption coefficients. Apparent sorption coefficients were determined so that

trends in different treatments could be assessed. Data were also fitted to a one-site

second-order model (Eqn. 8.3) to determine the apparent rate coefficients (Yin et al',

re97):

QaG+ñ)= k^(Q* - Qu<t¡)CtLt - k-aQao t8.31

where qu is the concentration of Asv sorbed by soil at time t Qtg g-r); ku is the forward

rate coefficient (L pg-l min-l): q* is the concentration of Asv sorbed at equilibrium (Frg

g'r); Cris the Asv solution concentration in the reaction chamber at time r (pg L-1); k-u is

the reverse rate coefficient (min-r), and subscripts t and Ar indicate quantities of time

(min).

The desorption reaction of Asv from the soil can be expressed as:

Qd(t+ ¡t) = k¿ t Q ¿<t)(qo - Qt<r) Lt - k-¿q¿ç¡C¡Lt

where 4o is the desorbable Asv concentration on the soil at the beginning; q¿ is the

concentration of Asv desorbed from the soil at time r (pg g-t); k¿ is the desorption rate

coefficient (min-t), and k-¿ is the reverse rate coefficient (L pg-l min-r).

The model used by Yin et al. (1997) assumes that there is only one type of site

involved in the sorption reaction. Although this represents a simplistic view of the

t8.41
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heterogenous nature of the soil, it allows some insight into the reaction mechanisms

between sorbent and sorbate. Yin et al. (1997) showed that for Hgtr the reverse reactions

were insignificant and the Eqns. 8.3 and 8.4 simplified to Eqns. 8.5 and 8.6.

Qau+ñ) = ku(Q- - qu<t)C$t t QaØ t8.sl

Qdlt+ ¡t¡ = Qaç¡ + kd(qo - q¿<t) Lt

Therefore, Eqns. 8.5 and 8.6 were used to describe the experimental data from

these studies.

8.2.5 Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using GENSTAT (1997). The parameters

for Eqns. 8.5 and 8.6 (ku, k¿, e*and 4o) were determined for the soil treatments by fitting

a non-linear regression model that optimised the function in Eqns. 8'5 and 8.6. The

graphical fit of the model, together with the residual diagnostics and standard enors of the

parameter estimates were investigated for assessing the model fit to the experimental data.

Initial statistical analyses suggested that the residuals from the non-linear regression

modelling showed evidence of lagged correlation with time (i.e. values for a particular

time are dependent on previous time point values). As a consequence, attention is not

focused on R2 values but rather it is placed on the graphical fit of the model'

The parameter estimates for the unknown functions in Eqns. 8.5 and 8.6 (ku, k¿, Q*

and qo) were computed via two sets of analyses. Firstly, where more than one

experimental run was undertaken for each treatment, the values were averaged and then

the models fitted. The other analysis obtained parameter estimates for each run of the

treatments and these estimates were used to determine whether there were treatment

t8.61
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differences between the parameters. In addition to this, data were modelled for varying

lengths of experimental runs

8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Sorption kinetics

The kinetics of Asv sorption by Soil C with different treatments are shown in Fig.

8.1. The sorption of Asv was initially very fast (58 to glVo in the first 15 min) and this

was followed by sorption at a slower rate that continued with all treatments for the

duration of the study period. This biphasic sorption pattern is similar to Hgtr sorption by

different soils observed by Yin et al. (1997). Although no study was conducted to

elucidate the mechanism of Asv sorption, diffusion controlled reactions may be

responsible for the slow sorption rate observed. Based on the ability of the parabolic

diffusion equation to describe the data, Fuller et al. (1993) and Raven et al. (1998)

postulated that Asv sorption reactions on ferrihydrite were diffusion controlled. In this

study, plots of the parabolic diffusion equation did not describe the data well (Table 8.2).

Table 8.1 Apparent equilibrium (q-) parameter for the sorption of Asv on Soil C.

5.8115

-0.01molLr 

Ca(Nor)z + P

3.6890.03 mol L-t NaNO, + P

5.81770.01mot Lr Ca(Nor),

7.2t760.3 mol NaN03

6.91620.03 mol L-t NaNo,

SE"q- Grg g-1)Treatments

USE is the standard error of the estimated parameter.
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However, this does not exclude the possibility that diffusion processes influence the

slow reaction phase of Asv sorption. Due to the heterogenetic nature of soils, the sorption

processes probably involve more than one sorption mechanism and therefore one

mathematical equation may not adequately describe the sorption of Asv.

In some experiments, Asv sorption was not observed to apparent equilibrium.

However, using GENSTAT (1991) it was possible to predict the cumulative sorption

capacity of the soil (q-) and optimise the other unknown functions in Eqn. 8.5. It is

therefore possible to compare the effect of the different treatments on the sorption

capacity of Asv on Soil C. The sorption capacities of the soils without P in the influent

solution were similar (Table 8.1) inespective of the nature of the index cation and 1of the

soil solution. However, the presence of P decreases the estimated sorption capacity from

162 to 89 and 177 to 115 ¡rg g-t Asu in 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ and 0'01 mol L-1 Ca(NO¡)2,

respectively.

Few studies have been reported on the effects of either cations or anions on the

sorption kinetics of ions by soil. Sadusky and Sparks (1991) observed that the amount of

K sorbed by two soils (coarse-loamy, siliceous, thermic Typic Hapludult and loamy,

siliceous, thermic Arenic Hapludult) at pH 5 and 6 was dependent on the accompanying

anion. Sorption of K in the presence of anions such as silicate (Si) and P was greater than

with Cl. This was attributed to the change in surface charge imparted when Si and P are

specifically sorbed onto variable-charge surfaces. Hundal and Pasricha (1998) studied the

effect of temperature on the sorption of K by soil (Udic Ustochrept) and reported that the

cumulative amount of K sorbed decreased with increasing temperature. They also

observed that K sorption was greater in the presence of Cl compared with perchlorate

(ClO4). The authors attributed the increase in sorption of K in the presence of Cl to the
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formation of weak Ca-Cl complexes that decreases Ca competition with K for sorption

sites on soil.

The effect of P on Asv is similar to that observed in the batch studies reported in

Chapter 5 (pp 68 to 85), where the presence of P in solution decreased Asv sorption in

soils with a low sorption capacity. As previously stated, the presence of P has generally

been reported to decrease Asv sorption when both anions are present in solution (Roy et

al., 1986; Manning and Goldberg, 1996; Darland and Innskeep, 1997). A similar

competitive effect of P on Asv sorption was observed in Chapter 5, but only in soils with

low Asv sorption capacity. Parfitt (1978) suggested that the sorption order of anions on

soil surfaces was phosphate > arsenate > selenite = molybdate > sulphate = fluoride >

chloride > nitrate. In this study, sorption sites are continually being exposed to a constant

concentration of p and Asv due to the addition and removal of solution from the stirred-

flow reaction chamber. With the continual replacement of solution in the stirred-flow

reaction chamber, it is observed that P only decreases Asv sorbed by between 35 to 48Vo.

If the binding energy is the major factor controlling sorption of P and Asv, then at similar

solution concentrations, P sorbed will always be greater than Asv irrespective of the

number of available sorption sites. This may be indicative of the presence of sites that are

specific for the sorption of either Asv and P.

It was hypothesised that increasing the number of available sorption sites would

increase the amount of Asv sorbed and may affect the rate of the sorption process.

Increasing the number of sorption sites through the addition of goethite to Soil C, resulted

in an increase in the amount of Asv sorbed (Fig. 8.2). No kinetic data were obtainable

after 15 min due to clogging of the stirred-flow reaction chamber. However, the kinetic

data collectecl clearly illustrate that the number of available sorption sites strongly

influences the cumulative amount and rate of Asv sorbed by Soil c'
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Several kinetic equations were fitted to describe the apparent rate of Asv sorption on

soil so that the effects of different treatments could be compared (Table 8.2). The various
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Fig. g.2. Cumulative amount of Asv sorbed in the presence of goethite. Bars

represent standard errors of means. Where no bar is seen, error is smaller than the

symbol.

kinetic equations tested all had limitations in describing the apparent rate of Asv sorption

by soil. This is evidenced by the fact that the first-order equation, which has often been

used to describe reaction rates, described the sorption of Asv by soil well for the Na

treatments but not for the Ca treatments. This may be indicative of a different sorption

mechanism influencing the sorption of Asv in the presence of Ca. As previously

discussed in Chapter 5 (pp 68 to 83), the presence of Ca in solution may increase Asv

sorption in low sorbing soils through an increase in the surface positive charge of the soil

surface. However, the nature of these sorption sites are unknown and the Asv mechanism

may not be the same as in the presence of other index cations such as Na.

For all the treatments, the simple Elovich equation was found to describe Asv

sorption reasonably well (Table 8.2). The Elovich equal"ion assumes a heterogeneous

distribution of sorption energies and the energy of activation increases linearly with

0.5 g of goethite with 0.5
Soil C
0.03 mol L1 NaNo.
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surface coverage (Low, 1960; Sparks, 1989). Due to the nature of soil, there is a

continuum of sorption sites that have a range of different sorption energies, and therefore,

it would be expected that an empirical equation based on this mechanism may be

applicable to soil.

Table 8.2. Coeffrcient of determination (R2) for kÍnetic equations used to describe

Asv sorption by Soil C.

Although the Elovich equation has been widely used to describe kinetic data (Chien

and Clayton, 1980; Elkhatib et al., 1984; Sparks and Jardine, 1984), Ungarish and

Aharoni (1981) have questioned the value of using the Elovich equation to describe the

sorption and desorption kinetics at very low and very high surface coverage due to the

"poor fit" of data to the equation. This was also observed in this study (figure not shown),

with a "poor fit" of the collected data to the Elovich equation after short (low surface

coverage) and long (high surface coverage) collection times. It was therefore decided to

use the one-site second-order equation (Eqn. 8.5) rather than the Elovich equation to

determine the apparent forward rate constants of the reactions.

0.960.940.620.96

-0.03 

-ol L'l NaNo¡ with

goethite

0.780.980.880.770.01mol L-r ca(NO¡)z + P

0.750.980.960.910.03 mot L-lNaNO, + P

0.57o.920.980.810.01mol L-r Ca(Nor),

0.800.980.770.920.3 mol L-l NaNOs

0.950.970.990.950.03 mol L-l NaNOs

*

Treatment Equation

1 order order Simple

Elovich

Parabolic

diffusion
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The sorption data collected fitted Eqn. 8.5 well, and this is reflected in the small

values of SE and RMS for the estimated parameters (Table 8.3). This implies that

although the nature of the sorbing surface differs, the assumption that there is one type of

sorption site may be consistent at high surface coverage of Asv on the sorbing surfaces.

This is supported to some extent by Fendorf et al. (1997) who postulated that Asv formed

three different types of surface structure on goethite depending on the surface coverage.

Monodentate complexes were postulated to form at low surface coverage and bidentate

complexes at high surface coverage, but a mixture of the two complexes may also occur at

surface coverage in between. However, further studies need to be conducted to

substantiate the kinetic model of sorption proposed by Yin etal. (1997)'

Table 8.3. Goodness of fit of the model (Eqn. 8.5), and estimated forward rate

sorption coeflÏcients (/c") for the different treatments.

"SE is the standard error of the fitted equation.

bRMS is the root mean square, which is defined by tRSS/(n-p)lot, where RSS is the

residual sum of squares; n is the number of data points, and p is the number of parameters.

The calculated average ftu values for all but the goethite treatments are shown in

Table 8.3. The goethite treatment is not included because the lack of experimental data

that reflects approaching apparent equilibrium. There were differences between the

estimated ku values for the different treatments, although an analysis of variance

(GENSTAT, Ig77) showed that the differences were significant only at p=0.068.

0.00028200.860.00003060.01mol L4 Ca(NOr)z + P

0.00055832.490.00002470.03 mol L-l NaNos + P

0.0002989t.360.00002770.01mol L{ calNor¡t

o.00027131.550.00001830.3 mol L-t NaNO¡

0.00014251.950.00002320.03 mol L-r NaNO¡

k"(L Frg-t min-l)RMSbSE"Treatment

EstimatedFitted equation
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Notably, the fta values for the 0.03 mol L I NaNO¡ and the 0.03 mol Lr NaNO¡ plus P

treatments, appear to be different from ku values for the other treatments. This may

indicate that these treatments had different effects on the rate of Asv sorbed. However, in

each experiment a comparison with similar treatments [0.01 mol L t CaINO¡)z with 0'03

mol L I NaNO¡ and 0.01 mol L I Ca(NO3)2 + P with 0.03 mol L-l NaNO¡ + P) indicates

the sorption capacity of the soil is similar.

Investigations of the sorption kinetics of other ions have shown that ku may or may

not be affected by different soil treatments. Sadusky and Sparks (1991) reported that the

nature of the anion and increasing soil pH from 5 to 6, had little effect on the apparent rate

of K sorption by soils, although the amount of K sorbed differed greatly with different

anions and pH. In contrast, Toner et al. (1989) reported that increasing the pH of three

soils (Typic Hapludult and Plinthic PaleudulQ from pH 5 to 7 decreased the cumulative

amount of nitrate (NO¡-) sorbed, but increased the rate of NO¡- sorbed. Toner et al.

(1939) attributed the observed increase in /<u to fewer sorption sites available for NO3-

sorption, due to the increasing pH of the soil surface which increases the overall rate of

sorption. Kinetic investigations of this nature are relatively new and further studies need

to be conducted to clarify the situation and to quantify the effects of different treatments

on sorption kinetics.

8.3.2 Desorption kinetics

Considerably less Asv was desorbed than was sorbed (Fig. 8.3). At the end of 100

min of desorption, only 2.3,6 and lTVo of the sorbed Asv was desorbed from Soil C in the

presence of 0.3 mol L I NaNO¡, 0.03 mol |1 NaNO¡ and 0'03 mol Lr NaNO3 + P,

respectively. This suggests that once sorbed, much of the sorbed Asv cannot be readily

desorbed into solution. The persistence of sorbed metals in soils has often been reported

(Elkhatib et al., 1984; Bruemmer et al., 1988; Yin et al., 1997; Mclaren et al', 1998)'
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and has been attributed to diffusion into mineral lattices (Bruemmer et al., 1988) or

through intraparticle pores (Sparks et al., 1980), but as noted earlier, the parabolic

diffusion equation did not describe the data well (Table 8.2).

The specific sorption of Asv to high affinity sites in soil may contribute to the

observed slow reversibility of Asv. Extended edge X-ray absorption studies by

'Waychunas et al. (1993) and Fendorf et al. (1997) reported that Asv formed inner-sphere

monodentate and bidentate bonding on the surface of Fe oxides, and the preferential

bonding to high affinity sites may contribute to the slow reversibility. Although P was

observed to increase the amount of Asv desorbed compared with the other treatments

(Fig. 8.3), increasing the amount of P in the influent solution from 0.03 to 0.16 mmol P

Ll after 100 min of desorption resulted in only a small increase in the amount of Asv

desorbed (result not shown). Darland and Innskeep (1991) have reported similar findings:

when the solution P concentration in an aquifer sandy column exceeded the sorption

capacity by two-fold, some previously sorbed Asv still remained sorbed to the sand.

Increasing l from 0.03 to 0.3 mol L-l NaNO¡ resulted in a smaller increase in the

cumulative amount of Asv desorbed compared with the amount of Asv desorbed in the

presence of P. Analysis of variance (GENSTAT, 1997) showed that there was a

significant difference (p<0.05) between all the treatments in the amounts of Asv desorbed.

The increase in the cumulative amount of Asv desorbed in the presence of P compared

with ¿ may be related to the nature of the mechanisms by which P and.I influence the Asv

sorbed by soil surfaces. Phosphate may compete with Asv for surface sorption sites when

sites are limited (Chapter 5, pp 68 to 83) and therefore direct competition between Asv

and P may result in the increased desorption of Asv. Changing 1, on the other hand, may

influence Asv sorbed only through its effects on the surface potential of the colloid
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(Chapter 4, pp 49 to 67). Therefore, once sorbed, changes to the surface potential of the

sorbing colloid have little influence on the amount of Asv desorbed.
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Fig. 8.3. Effect of different treatments on the cumulative amount of Asv desorbed

from Soit C. Bars represent standard errors of means. Where no bar is seen, error

is smaller than the symbol.

The small values of SE and RMS (Table 8.4) indicated that the one-site second

order equation (Eqn. 8.6) described the desorption data well. Although the three

desorption treatments had different effects on the amount of Asv desorbed, an analysis of

variance (GENSTAT,lggT) showed that k¿ (Table 8.4) were statistically different only at

p=O.44. Therefore, irrespective of the total amount desorbed by different treatments, the

k¿ of Asv desorption from Soil C does not alter. A major assumption of this equation is

that it assumes that there is only one sorption site on the soil surface, and the similarity of

k¿ for all the treatments may indicate that Asv is desorbed from similar sorption sites.

However, the equation does not describe how the different ions interact on the soil surface

and further studies are needed in this area.
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Table 8.4. Goodness of fit of the model (Eqn. 8.6), and estimated desorption rate

coeflicients (/c¿) for the different treatments.

USE is the standard error of the fitted parameter' is the root mean square, which is

defined by tRSS/(n-p)10's, where RSS is the residual sum of squares; n is the number of data

points; and p is the number of parameters.

8.4 Conclusions

This study showed that sorption and desorption of Asv on Soil C were characterised

by an initially rapid phase, followed by a slower phase. The effect of the different

treatments on the total amount of Asv sorbed could be classified into two categories.

Increasing the 1 of the solution or changing the index cation made little difference to the

amount of Asv sorbed by Soil C. The presence of P, in contrast, decreased the amount of

Asv sorbed by Soil C suggesting that the presence of P in soils with a low sorption

capacity may increase the potential leaching of Asv. Although the apparent rate of Asv

sorption varied with sorption treatments, an analysis of variance showed that the

differences were significant only at p=0.068.

The amount of Asv desorbed from Soil C represented less than !77o of the Asv

sorbed. There were differences in the total amount desorbed for different treatments, with

the presence of p greatly increasing the amount of Asv desorbed. However, differences in

k¿ of Asv, were significant at p=O.44.

0.03 mot L-l NaNOs + P 0.001180 0.2146 o.01420

0.3 mot Lr NaNOs 0.002060 0.0384 0.01930

0.03 mol L-r NaNO¡ 0.000667 0.01955o.0322

Treatment sB" RMSb /c¿ (min'l)

EstimatedFitted equation
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Chapter 9

Summary and conclusions

This final chapter of the thesis attempts to summarise the findings of all the research

conducted during this study and to identify some future research needs.

Although the sorption of arsenic (As) has been extensively studied, it was

highlighted in the literature review (Chapter 2) that the sorption behaviour of As is not

well defined in soils. This is particularly true in soils where As is found in the presence of

other ions and organic compounds that may influence As sorption, and therefore its

bioavailability and mobility. To understand further the nature of As behaviour in soils,

uncontaminated soils were selected to determine the sorption processes that control the

bioavailability and mobility of As in soils under laboratory conditions. Ten

uncontaminated soils collected from northern New South'Wales, Australia were studied

as this area has a well documented history of As containination of soils through the

extensive use of As pesticides in the cattle industry. Over 1000 former cattle dip sites

have been positively identified to date, with many of these sites having As concentrations

ranging from < 50 to > 3000 mg As kg-l in surface soils (Naidu et a1.,1995a), and to

considerable depth in the soil profiles.

Initial studies showed that the sorption of Asv was highly correlated 1R2=0.80***)

with crystalline Fe content of the soils (Chapter 4). Iron oxides have been identified in

many other studies (Fordham and Norrish, 1983; Elkhatib et al., 1984; Sakata, 1987;

Manning and Goldb ery, 1997b) as being important in the sorption of Asv and they may

explain much of the distribution of Asv in soils. However, Fe oxyhydroxides contain

sorption sites whose surface charge may vary depending upon pH and ionic strength (I)'

The results in Chapter 4 clearly showed that both pH and l influenced the amount of Asv
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sorbed by the soils studied. The effects of pH on Asv sorption were attributed to both the

pH-pKu dependence of Asv, where increasing the pH increases deprotonation of the

neutral H:AsO¿ species up to pH 5. Higher pH also increases the negative potential in the

plane of sorption (Barrow et al., 1980; Bolan et al., 1986; Naidu et al., 1990) and as a

consequence of these two interacting factors, there is a decrease in Asv sorption as pH

increases. The effects of pH and 1 on Asv sorption suggest that both specific and non-

specific sorption may be important mechanisms for Asv sorption by soils.

Both Asv and Asm are the dominant inorganic As forms reported in soils and the

soqption of Asm was alsir investigated in the current study as there have been few

comparative studies of Asv and Asm sorption reported. The amount of Asm was less than

the amount of Asv sorbed at the same initial solution concentrations, which is in

agreement with other studies (Manning and Goldberg, 1997b). The greater sorption of

Asv in relation to Asr was attributed to both the nature of the interactions between the

soil and As species, and the nature of the ionic As species present in the soil solution. In

contrast to Asv, increasing pH led to an increase in the proportion of AsItr sorbed by the

soils studied (Chapter 4). The sorption of Asm has been reported to be highly pH

dependent, with a number of studies reporting differing effects of pH on Asm sorption

(Frost and Griffin (1917; Pierce and Moore, 1980). The effect of 1 on the sorption of

Asr was much smaller than its effect on sorption of Asv (Chapter 4), indicating that the

sorption mechanisms for Asv and AsItr may be different. Sun and Doner (1996) have

identified that specific sorption may be an important sorption mechanism for AsIII on Fe

oxides, but further investigations are needed to clarify that such a mechanism occurs in

multi-site heterogeneous systems such as soil.

To assess the effect of soil solution composition on the sorption of Asv and AsIII, a

series of studies were conducted in the presence of P, S, DOC, Ca2* and Na*. These
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species were chosen given their predominance in Australian soils and former cattle dip

sites where As contamination is a problem. Not surprisingly, the presence of P decreased

Asv sorption on the soils studied and the results are consistent with other findings

(Livesey and Huang, 1981; Roy et al., 1986; Goldberg, 1986; Melamed et al., 1995;

Manning and Goldbery,1996). However, the effects of P varied from soil to soil. In soils

with a low As-sorption capacity (i.e. low Fe oxide content), the competitive effects of P

on Asv sorption were observed even at low Asv concentrations in solution. In contrast,

there was only a minimal effect of P on Asv sorption in soils with a large number of

sorption sites (i.e. high Fe oxide content). Based on these studies, it was postulated that

the competitive effects of ions are largely determined by the size of the sorption pool.

Where the number of sorption sites is low (as in soils low in Fe), P competes effectively

with As for sorption sites and being the stronger sorbing ligand ion is preferentially

sorbed. However, in soils with a large number of sorption sites, limited competition

between Asv and P is observed due to the availability of sorption sites for both P and Asv

ions. This hypothesis was further tested by carrying out a series of studies using a high As /

sorbing soil in which the concentration of P in the background solution was steadily

increased. As the amount of P increased the competitive effect of P was enhanced as

there was a decrease in the amount of Asv sorbed. However, this study also showed that

there is possibly a critical P concentration above which P has no effect on the amount of

Asv sorbed, indicating that there is a number of sites that may be preferentially accessible

to Asv only.

As with the sorption of Asv, sorption of Asm was decreased in all soils by the

presence of P in solution. However, the effect of P on AsItr sorption was greater than on

Asv sorption. Indirect observations (Chapter 4) and direct observations (Sun and Doner,

1996) have suggested that AsItr sorption was controlled by an inner-sphere mechanism
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similar to that reported for P. It was hypothesised, in the case of Asltr, that if the HzAsO¡-

ion is the major Asm species sorbed by surface sites, then P (as HzPO¿-) may compete for

the same sites and decrease Asil sorption. Further research is required in this area to gain

insight into the mechanism of P competition on Asv and AsIII sorption.

The effect of S on Asv sorption was similar to that of P (Chapter 6). No effect of S

on Asv sorption was observed in the high sorbing soils, but Asv sorption was decreased in

the low sorbing soils. This further supported the earlier hypothesis that where the number

of sites is adequate for both sorbents, no competitive effect is recorded, irrespective of the

nature of the ligand ions. The presence of S in solution decreased the amount of Asm

sorbed, especially in the low As sorbing soils. Because S is present in soil solution as

SO¿2-, the observed decrease in Asm sorption supports the hypothesis that Asm is sorbed in

the multi-step process proposed in Chapter 6; i.e. if S is sorbed in the anionic form then,

AsilI must also be sorbed as an ionic species. Such a mechanism would be a multi-step

process that is controlled by kinetics and the Ç value of the soils. The competitive effect

of S was further evaluated by increasing the number of the sorption sites by using a low

AsItr sorbing soil in the presence of various concentrations of goethite. Increasing the Fe

oxide content decreased the competitive effect of S, which supports the hypothesis that

the competitive effect of S is apparent only in low Asm sorbing soils and at concentrations

that exceed the number of available sites. However, further research is needed, as this

hypothesis does not explain the increasing sorption of Asm in a pH range (pH > 6) that

other studies have identified that the amount of S sorbed by soils is low.

In agreement with other authors, the presence of DOC was found to decrease the

sorption of both Asv and AsIII. The nature of the mechanism that induced the decrease in

Asv and Asr was not explored, but it was postulated that DOC eithcr competed for

similar sorption sites on the soil surface (Xu et al., 1991; Bowell, 1994) or changed the
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nature of the sorption surface (Naidu and Harter, 1998). While the influence of organic

acids or organic acid groups is recognised to be important for the sorption of ions by soil,

the mechanism by which it occurs is poorly understood and further research in this area is

required. Models incorporating pH, l and anion competition could be used to develop a

better understanding of the sorption processes of As in soils.

Kinetic studies with a stirred-flow reaction chamber were carried out to investigate

the sorption processes of Asv. Preliminary studies found that only one of the three soils

selected could be used because the physical properties of the others limited the operation

of the stirred-flow chamber. Modifications to the design improved the performance of the

stirred-flow cell, but the preliminary study highlights the need for further research to

develop a stirred-flow cell applicable to the study of all soil types.

However, Asv kinetic studies using Soil C were found to be satisfactory. Kinetic

studies found that the rate of Asv sorption by Soil C was characterised by an initially rapid

phase, followed by a slower phase. The maximum Asv sorption capacity of Soil C was

similar in the presence of either different index cations or different ionic strengths.

However, the presence of P in the influent solution significantly decreased (p<0.05) the

amount of Asv sorbed by between 35 to 45Vo of the equivalent treatment without P

present. The decrease in the amount of Asv sorbed in the presence of P was attributed to

competition of Asv and P for sorption sites on the colloid surface. Data for the different

treatments were fitted to several kinetic equations so that the effects of the treatments on

the apparent rates of Asv sorption by Soil C could be compared. All the kinetic equations

had limitations and this was reflected in the poor coffelation coefficient (R2) values.

Several factors that account for the poor fit of the data to the kinetic equations and may

include that the equations didn't clesclibe the sorption mechanisms adequately or there is

more than one sorption mechanism occurring. The one-site second-order equation
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derived by Yin et al. (Igg7) was used to determine the apparent forward rate of Asv

sorption. Even though the apparent forward rate of Asv sorption varied between

treatments, an analysis of variance (GENSTAT, 1997) showed that the differences

between the different treatments were statistically significant only at P = 0.068.

Desorption studies were conducted following sorption of Asv in the presence of

0.03 mol L I Nal.lo¡. These studies showed that between 2.3 and lTVo of the sorbed

fraction of Asv was desorbed from Soil C, indicating there was a slow reversibility of

sorbed Asv. Similar amounts of Asv were desorbed in the presence of 0.03 and 0.3 mol

Lt NaNO¡ and analysis of variance revealed no significant difference (p>0.05) between

the treatments. However, significantly more Asv was desorbed (p<0.05) in the presence

of P compared with the other treatments, and this may be attributable to the way P

influenced sorbed Asv.

Kinetic studies may contribute to the understanding of the reaction mechanisms on

surfaces. Yin et al. (lgg7) derived the one-site second-order equation from "first

principles" and although a simplistic concept of a very complicated system, this model

gives some insight into reaction mechanisms that may occur on the sorption surfaces.

However, there remain many unanswered questions on the use of kinetic equations to

describe experimental data. Not the least is the validity of such equations in describing

sorption mechanisms. This may only be verified from extensive experimental studies

with different sorbing surfaces, and this is an important atea where much more work

needs to be conducted before a generalised understanding of As sorption processes can be

gained and a sound approach to the management and remediation of contaminated sites

developed.
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